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ABSTRACT 
A data-orie.ted specification approach of exception handling and 
the automatic scheduling algorithms are presented in this thesis. 
The major objective is to improve software reliability and 
robustness. The conventional programming approach is essentially 
control-oriented. A programmer is required to think like a 
computer. 
our approach has the following characteristics: 
1. It adopts a data-oriented view of exception handling. 
Exceptions are defined based on data conditions and the 
handling response is essentially data value replacement. 
2. It is based on a non-procedural specification language. We 
have designed special assertions for exception handling which 
preserve the non-procedural property of the specifications, 
3. Exception Handling Assertions can be added without modifying 
the original specification (easy to couple and decouple). 
Embedded exception handling subgraphs are constructed 
corresponding to the specified data dependencies. 
4. scheduling algorithms have been developed to generate 
automatically control logic for exception handling. Control 
information of exception handling is determined based on data 
dependency information. A user is relieved of the 
complicated issues in exception handling programming. 
CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
This thesis deals with data-oriented specification of exception 
handling and its automatic scheduling. The major objective is �〇 
improve software reliability and robustness. The conventional 
programming methodologies are essentially control-flow-oriented• 
Using specification languages for software development is one of 
the new programming paradigms to relieve a user of the tremendous 
software development effort. 
We have designed a notation for specifying exception handling at 
the specification level. Our approach has the following 
characteristics: 
1. It adopts a data-oriented view of exception handling. The 
value of data is an important media that reflects the 
occurrence of exceptions [Hseush 89] . Exceptions are defined 
based on data conditions and the handling response is 
essentially data value replacement, 
2. It is based on a non-procedural specification language. We 
have designed special assertions for exception handling which 
preserve the non-procedural property of the specifications. 
3. Exception handling assertions can be added without modifying 
the original specification (easy to couple and decouple), 
Embedded exception handling subgraphs are constructed 
corresponding to the specified data dependencies. 
4. Scheduling algorithms have been developed to generate 
automatically control logic for exception handling. Control 
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inforxnation of exception handling is determined based on data 
dependency information. 
we have used MODEL, an executable data-oriented type of 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n language, for illustration. 
1.1 Problem 
Many errors .ay occur during program execution. For example, 
values Of input data .ay be out of range; underflow errors .ay 
occur during arithmetic computations. These errors cannot be 
detected statically during program compilation. However, aborting 
the program is not always desirable and .ay even be disastrous in 
certain circumstances, particularly in real-time systems such as 
a computer controlled navigational system or a military defense 
syste. of a country. In critical � x n e n t s , a computer syste. 
cannot .y all .eans tell a user that an overflow error has 
occurred and the entire system is shut down. Such systems often 
should do seething plausible in order to Keep the system running 
[Ledgard 80] [Liu 88]. 
Xt is important to provide methods and tools for constructing 
correct and robust software [Cristian 32] [Good 75]. The 
capabilities of exception handling is an i � o r t a n t factor in 
achieving software reliability. Through exception handling 
mechanisms, run-ti.e errors can be captured in order to keep the 
p.ogra. continue execution by taking plausible actions. Thus the 
behavior of a syste. is predictable even in anomalous situations 
[Ledgard 80]. 
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However, using c o n v e n t i o n a l languages such as P L / I , A d a , and C L U , 
the tasK of e x c e p t i o n handling programing is complicates^ and 
error-prone. A user has to consider many issues such as the 
association of exception handlers, the altered flow of control 
with handling statements and the return point after handling an 
exception..…The inclusion of exception handling statement may 
lead to very complicated program logic. This also makes it very 
difficult to maintain or reuse the programs. 
The overall objective of our research is to reduce the 
p r o g r a m i n g effort of exception handling. We address the 
exception handling problem fro. a data-oriented view point. 
we have designed data-oriented assertions for specifying 
exception handling, and developed scheduling algorithms for 
capping these assertions into a scheduling of exception handling 
events. 
1.2 Approach 
.considerable amount of research has been done on exception 
handling. Most of the wor. is based on the control flo. concept 
Of programs [Good 75] [Liskov 79a] [Ye.ini 85]. On the other 
hand, we have noticed that 
(a) data in programs usually represent the proble. doxnain's 
abstract entities; 
⑶ data are usually � e sensible and meaningful than control to 
the users of software; and 
. 3 
(C) bugs are often i n c a r n a t e d in i n a p p r o p r i a t e data values 
[Hseush 89]. 
This observation is important because exceptions are detected 
When anomalous value of data is observed. Furthermore, Qian has 
pointed out that data-oriented except�on tangling can be used to 
p r o d u c e p r o g r a m s w h i c h a r e b e t t e r - s t r u c t u r e d , e a s i e r t o 
understand and modify [Qian 90]. We share similar idea with Qian 
but we view exception handling at the specification, level. In 
Qian,s work, data analysis is performed on an Ada program. On the 
other hand, we are interested to study the implications of the 
nor^nal and anomalous data d e p e n � cies and investigate their 
implied flow of control for exception handling. A Procedural 
program with exception handling ^nechanis.s is then generated 
automatically from a data-oriented specification. 
1.2-1 P r o g r a m m i n g Approach 
in c o n v e n t i o n a l programming approach, a p r o g r a� e r has to "think 
liKe a computer". When loops are involved in a prograxn, the 
process of "thinking like a computer" often leads to confusion. 
Parnas regards this as the .ajor reason that leads to the 
development of unreliable programs [Parnas 85b]. With regard to 
exception handling, the situation can become very confusing. A 
p r o g r a � e r has to deal with .any problems such as the alternation 
of control flow, signaling of exceptions, association of correct 
handlers, provision of corresponding clean up actions, 
determination of the return point after handling the exception, 
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report of any errors and any actions being taken. 
F u r t h e r� r e , different exception handling mechanisms are used by 
various languages such as PL/1, CLU and Ada. For examples, a 
p r o g r a � e r has to consider whether termination or resumption 
model is used in the language, whether single-level or � Iti -
level of exception handling mechanisms is adopted, whether error 
propagation is allowed and whether dynamic or static approach of 
a s s o c i a t i o n of h a n d l e r is u s e d . In order to p r o g r a m e x c e p t i o n 
handling correctly, a user has to trace the flo. of control of 
the program under consideration. In addition, the original 
program structure undergoes a lot of modifications as a result of 
adding or changing the exception handling facilities. Thus the 
process of exception handling programming may be both tedious and 
error-prone. 
1.2.2 specification Approach 
Many s p e c i f i c a t i o n languages have been developed to reduce 
, e f f o r t s but few of them have addressed the problem 
programming efrorts, J-t^w ^  
of exception handling [Bidoit 85][Joosten 88][HorebeeX 88]. At 
the specification level, we view exception handling in the 
context of data dependencies. Using our approach, normal and 
exception assertions are separated so that the specification is 
� r e clear and readable, and definitions for anomalous data can 
be identified easily. 
MODEL is a nonprocedural language and it is equational, It is 
p r o b l e . - o r i e n t e d and independent of knowledge of how the computer 
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works. Dependencies among data variables are specified through 
assertions, Once a specification is entered into the computer, 
submitted to the MODEL compiler, the program coding task is done 
automatically (Fig.1-1) [Prywes 86][Model 86]. 
Using our approach, virtually no modification is required for an 
already written specification. A specification with exception 
handling assertions is translated automatically into a program 
t* 
with exception handling facilities. 
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Figure 1-1 The Overall Procedure for Using MODEL 
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(b) Program Generation with Exception Handling Capabilities 
Fig. 1 -2 Couple and Decouple - Characteristics of our approach 
Fig.1-2 shows the major characteristic of our approach: It is 
easy to couple and decouple at the specification level. 
Our p r o j e c t has focused on investigating how d a t a — o r i e n t e d 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s c a n be m a p p e d i n t o t h e i m p l i e d c o n t r o l 
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information, in a schedule, for generating exception handling 
events or statements. Fig.l-3a has shown the major phases and 
products generated during the translation process. Whereas 
Fig.l-3b has shown the additional products developed from our 
research. 
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Based on the schedule (a flow-chart report) with corresponding 
exception handling information, program codes with embedded 
exception handling procedures should then be produced in a 
further code generation phase which is another research topic for 
future work. 
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1.3 Thesis O r g a n i z a t i o n 
The rest of the thesis consists of seven chapters. 
Chapter 2 presents the MODEL specification approach. The process 
of translation from a specifications to a schedule is described 
as a background. 
Chapter 3 presents a survey of literature. Several modern 
language mechanisms on exception handling, such as those in PL/I, 
Ada and CLU, which can be used to improve the quality of source 
code, have been s u r v e y e d . Afterwards an overview of 
specification languages is given. 
Chapter 4 describes our proposed notation for specifying 
exception h a n d l i n g . Four scenarios have been given for 
illustrations. This chapter is a prerequisite to the 
understanding of the remaining chapters. 
Chapter 5 discusses the process of embedding exception handling 
subgraphs into an array graph. 
Chapter 6 discusses the basic scheduling strategy of an array 
graph for exception handling. 
Chapter 7 give further details of the scheduling issues in order 
to deal with more general cases. Algorithms have been proposed 
to complement the translation process. 




MODEL SPECIFICATION APPROACH 
MODEL, a very high level, nonprocedural, executable specification 
language, is used for illustration throughout this thesis. This 
chapter presents an introduction to the MODEL specification 
language [Prywes 86][Prywes 83][Prywes 79][Lu 84][Model 86]. 
MODEL is an integrated CASE (Computer-aided Software Engineering) 
tool set that automatically produces computer software, ready for 
installation and use. It is a xuathematically-based specification 
language that uses both conditional and algebraic expressions. 
The specification is in data-flow-like style since assertions are 
written based on the flow of data among input and output modules, 
which are then mapped to the control flow logic and generate the 
c o n v e n t i o n a l p r o g r a m s (e.g. P L / 1 , Ada) a c c o r d i n g l y , 
MODEL has compilers developed for generating program codes; it 
has established environment for the development of 
s p e c i f i c a t i o n s ; and distributed processing is also supported if 
the user has specified the network topology. MODEL can be used to 
construct large scale and complex software. See Fig.2-1 for a 
MODEL sp e c i f i c a t i o n - b a s e d environment. 
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Fig. 2-1 MODEL: The Specification-Based Environment [Liu 88] 
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MODEL has limit c a p a b i l i t i e s of exception handling which allows 
for potential development. -With MODEL, the implementation phase 
is segregated internally from implementation of the 
specifications. This has to do much to eliminate sources of 
errors. Apart from this, it has provided limit exception handling 
facilities: It allows the handling of input data conversion error 
by specifying the clause 
A IS FIELD (PIC ,999。ON_CNVERR： 0； 
It said when conversion error occurs at the source data A, its 
value is replaced by •• Moreover, default exception handlers in 
the ultimate program will be generated for detecting the 
conditions such as end of file and non-existing indexed record 
etc.. 
However, a user at the specification level cannot specify their 
own exception conditions. Therefore, it is valuable to explore 
the issues of exception handling at the specification level to 
find out if the reliability and quality of the generated program 
can be further enhanced. Thus MODEL is chosen as our host 
language for investigation. 
2•1 Overview 
A complete MODEL specification consists of three parts : 
1. Header: records the name of specification, input files and 
output files; 
2. Data descriptions: define the data used; 
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3. Assertions: define equations or relation of data 
transformation and definition of target variable, the 
following is an example of an assertion : 
subscript 
/ 
c(i) 二 a(i) • b(i); 
/ \ / 
target source 
variable variables 
The language allows the use of tree-structured or array data. 
Notice that c(i), the target variable, is on the left hand side 
of the assertion. While a(i) and b⑴， t h e source variables, are 
on the right hand side of the equation. And i is the subscript of 
the data variables. Each data variable can be defined only once. 
Each element of the array data may contain only one unchangeable 
value. Thus an entry actually reflects an instance of the data 
variable during execution. In other words, the subscript i has 
inhered temporal meaning. 
Data description and assertions are the major types of statements 
in a specification. The data description statements specify the 
structure of data entities such as file, group, record, and 
field. They are tree-oriented, which is similar to the data 
definition in PL/I or COBOL [Prywes 83]• The assertions specify 
the relationships between the data entities. Both of them are 
referred as program entities, whereas in an executable program, 
we refer those I/O activities, computations, or getting data 
ready as program events. The events in a program generated by 
MODEL correspond to entities in the specification [LU 84]. Fig.2-
15 
2 shows an example of MODEL specification. 
The whole specification may be viewed as data driven ： the user 
typically starts with composing the data description, followed by 
adding assertions which specify transformations and definition of 
target data [Prywes 83]. After compilation, based on the program 
generated or any error messages produced, a user can modify the 
specification for a revised requirement. 
Fig.2-2 A MODEL Specification: The SALES Scenario [Prywes 83] 
/• HEADER 
MODULE: SALES； 
SOURCE: IN, ITEMS; 
TARGET: OUT； 
/• DATA DESCRIPTION OF SOURCE AND TARGET FILES */ 
1 IN IS FILE, 
2 工NGRP(*) IS GROUP, 
3 工NREC(*) IS RECORD, 
4 ITEM IS FIELD (PIC ,(6)9'), 
4 QUANT IS FIELD (PIC '(6)9”； 
1 ITEMS IS FILE KEY IS ITEM ORG IS ISAM, 
2 工TEMREC IS RECORD, 
3 ITEM IS FIELD (PIC '(6)9”， 
3 PRICE IS FIELD (DEC (6,2))； 
1 OUT IS FILE, 
2 OUTREC (*) IS RECORD, 
3 ITEM IS FIELD (PIC ,(6)9,), 
3 TOTAL IS FIELD (PIC ,S(6)9.V99,), 
3 COST IS FIELD (PIC ' S ( 6) 9 . V99 ' ) 
/* FOTTATTONS DEFINING DATA STRUCTURE PARAMETERS */ 
： ? 0 I N ? 1 R . I T E M R E C = I F END . INREC ( SUBL) THEN IN. ITEM ( SUBL)； 
a2 END. INREC 二 (IN. ITEM - � NEXT. IN. ITEM)； 
EQUATIONS DEFINING TARGET VARIABLES */ 
/• a3 " OUT.ITEM = ITEMS.ITEM; 
/* a4 */ TOTAL(I) = SUM (QUANT (I, J) , J) 
/• a5 •/ COST(工）二 P R I C E (工）*TOTAL (工） 
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The major c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of MODEL Specifications are s u � a r i z e d 
as follows: 
(a) variables are single-valued (that means each variable 
contains only a single value throughout the whole program; as 
a consequence, user can view the changes associated with a 
variable as in an array of data)； 
(b) input, output data specification ： input data (source data) 
of a module are regarded as an input array/.vector of data 
while output data (target data) are regarded as an output 
array data； 
(c) relations among data items are represented as assertions/ 
equations； 
(d) the ordering of a s s e r t i o n s / e q u a t i o n s is arbitrary (i.e. non-
procedural). 
2.2 Compilation Phases 
2.2.1 Basic Compilation Phases 
compilation of a specification basically consists of four major 
phases. Fig.2-3 shows a diagram of the general translation 
process [ Lu 84]. This is followed by a description of the 
modified process with introduction of our proposed exception 
handling scheme. Afterwards, the normal phases of array graph 
r e p r e s e n t a t i o n and scheduling, that our research concern most, 
have been described in more details in sections 2.3 and 2.4 as a 
b a c k g r o u n d for readers, reference. 
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Fig. 2-3 Phases of Compilation of Model Specification 
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During the s yntax analysis phase, a specification is analyzed 
automatically to find syntatic and some semantic errors. Correc-
tions and warnings of possible errors will be included in a 
report for user. Moreover, a cross-reference report, which shows 
names, pictures and referenced statement numbers of the at-
tributes used in the specification, will also be produced. The 
statements will then be stored in a simulated associated memory 
to facilitate searching for later analysis. 
During the network generation and analysis phase；- an array graph 
is constructed. An array graph is a compact representation of a 
large more detailed data flow graph. Since the order of the 
assertions specified is insignificant, the specification must be 
analyzed globally to determine the data dependencies between 
variables and assertions, because that implies a partial ordering 
of the events in the program (a precedence analysis of data 
variables and assertions is performed). 
Specifications are then automatically analyzed for ambiguous 
definition of data, inconsistency of dimensionality, size and 
subscripting in assertions and variables, and incompleteness of 
data descriptions (procedures such as dimension and range 
analysis and propagation are performed). Various omissions or 
errors can be corrected automatically, such as the use of 
subscripts. A report showing the data assertions, decisions made 
by the processor, and contradictions that have been located, will 
be generated. In addition, a report indicating the range of each 
subscript is produced. 
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Afterwards, in the scheduling phase, the sequence of execution ol 
all events and iterations implied by the specification are 
determined using graph theory techniques. Control instructions 
are inserted for input, output and iterations. Program optimiza-
tion is performed based on the notion of maximizing the scope of 
the iterations, particularly those that incorporate input or 
o u t p u t o p e r a t i o n s . A t t h e end of this p h a s e , a f l o w c h a r t - l i k e 
report (schedule) which indicates a flow of events, sequenced in 
the order of execution is produced. A formatted ' report of the 
specification is also generated. 
Finally, codes will be tailored and inserted into the entries of 
the flowchart to construct a program. The product of this phase 
is a complete program in a high level language, such as PL/1, 
ready for compilation and execution. A listing of the generated 
program will be produced [Lu 84]. 
2.2.2 Modified Translation Process 
The modified translation process, from a specification with added 
exception handling assertions, to an array graph with embedded 
exception handling subgraphs, and to a schedule with exception 
handling . events is summarized as follows. The Backward Path 
T r a c i n g / A s s e r t i o n Marking Strategy (which will be discussed in 
chapter 6) is a newly added procedure. The Grain Scheduling 
process represents the modified scheduling algorithm which deals 
with exception handling issues. The code generation process is 
intentionally omitted here since it is not in our scope of 
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The major steps required for translating a specification with 
exception handling assertions into a schedule are shown as below: 
Specification with 
Embedded Exception Handling Assertions 
V . 
*Syntax Analysis with checking 




*Array Graph Construction 






••Backward Path Tracing/ 
Assertion Marking Strategy 
V ‘ 




A Schedule with 
Exception Handling Events 
modifications are required in this procedure 
newly added procedure 
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2 . 3 Array Graph 
Figure 2-4 shows the corresponding array graph for the 
specification of the SALES scenario. Through analysis of MODEL 
data and assertion statements, precedence relationships between 
statements are determined. These relationships can be used to 
form the nodes and directed edges of a dependency graph, denoted 
as array graph. Based on the analysis of the array graph, issues 
of consistency, completeness, ambiguity of the statements as well 
as the feasibility to construct program, can be examined. 
22 
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The array graph is a directed graph which shows the precedence 
relations between entities, based on which, user errors can be 
detected, and the desired program can be synthesized by 
translating statements in an order consistent with precedence and 
efficiency considerations. 
MODEL has maintained a symbol table called dictionary for storing 
all the symbolic names of program entities and their attributes 
found in the specification. Examples of attribute of a symbol 
include the type (file, group, field •••), the number of 
dimensions, the structural relation of it to other symbols etc.. 
They will be stored into the dictionary during the process of 
precedence analysis and later dimension and range analysis. This 
information is useful for determination of the execution 
sequence. 
Different types of relationships among program entities have 
direct implication on the execution sequence of their 
corresponding program events; for example, a dependency 
relationship exists between a field and an assertion if the field 
is either a source variable or target variable of an assertion; a 
hierarchical relationship exists when one data entity contains 
another, such as a file contains a record, a record contains a 
field and so on. These dependencies can be represented using an 
array graph (a high level data flow graph) of the specification 
[Lu 8 4 ] . 
The nodes of an array graph represent accessing, storing and 
computing events (assertions are .represented by boxes, and 
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vectors are shown by circles), and the edges indicate necessary 
precedence r e q u i r e m e n t s between the events represented by the 
nodes. The nodes in the array graph are compound node, that is 
each node represents an entire array of data. There are no 
control edges. The following is an example of an assertion and 
its array graph (Fig. 2 - 5 ) : 
a(i) . b(i) 
/• a1 */ c(i) = a(i) * b(i); 、 Z 
a1 




Fig. 2-5 Array Graph of a1 
2.4 Scheduling 
The array graph represents the partial orders of the execution 
events, which means certain event cannot be executed unless some 
other events is done first. Based on these relationships, events 
can be ranked in their execution order forming a gross-level 
representation of the schedule. Then the subscripts for each 
components are determined and respective components are bracketed 
by appropriate iterations for those subscripts. 
A schedule can be constructed based on the array graph by linear 
arrangement of nodes according to the partial order imposed by 
the edges interspersed by necessary control events, 
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The process of determination of a schedule is called scheduling. 
Individual events in the schedule will then be translated into 
codes in the object language in the final code generation phase 
[Prywes 83]. Modification of the existing scheduling algorithm is 
required in order to add exception handling events to the 
schedule generated. 
The remaining part of this chapter provides more detail 
background information for better understanding ot the existing 
scheduling issues of MODEL. 
There are basically three interdependent problems to be dealt 
with in generating a schedule : 
(1) An array graph may contain cycles which prevent ordering the 
nodes in accordance with the edges. A cycle in array graph means 
that a variable definition depends directly or indirectly on 
itself. A most strongly connected component (MSCC) [Horowitz 
83] results from cycles in the array graph. A set of 
simultaneous equations also form an MSCC. 
Consider the following assertion [Lu 84 ] which defines the 
factorial function. Due to the recursive definition, there is a 
cycle in the array graph (Fig. 2-6a)• An array graph is a compact 
representation of an underlying graph (of which every array 
element is represented by one node)• We noticed that there is no 
cycle of precedence relationship in the corresponding Underlying 
Graph (Fig.2-6b). Hence a precedence ordered sequence actually 
exists for computing all the factorial values. 
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al (工）： F a c ( 工 ） = I F 工 二 1 
THEN 1 
ELSE I*Fac(I-l); 
rx ^ ^ 门 
r ^ a1(1) a1(2) • • • |a1(l) 
1-1 T : ' ^ r 
〇 F A C 
FAC(1) FAC(2) FAC(I) 
Fig. 2-6a Array Graph Fig. 2-6b Underlying Graph 
An MSCC in 七he array graph may or may not represent a circular 
definition. If it is not truly circular, it is able to perform 
the respective computation by using an iteration loop. Fig. 2-6c 
shows that an MSCC may be decomposed by deleting edges with (工-k) 
subscript expressions (where in the above example)• 
DO I; 
：, 
a1 (<ai,i>) el 
1-1 I 
If f 
5 FAC (<FAC，1〉） 〇 FAC 
END; 
Fig. 2-6c Remove 1-k edges in a loop 
where (<a1,l>) and (<Fac,1 >) are node subscripts. 
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If the above method fails, then other analysis methods, or 
alternatively an iterative solution method may be applied. This 
part of the MODEL language is omitted in this thesis [Lu 84 ] [Gana 
78][Greenbury 81]. 
(2) Each node represents an array of data or assertions, all the 
elements are single-valued and are accessed and evaluated 
individually. Thus to evaluate all the elements in an assertion, 
it need to be bracketed by iteration statements for all its 
s u b s c r i p t s . The e l e m e n t s can thus be p r o c e s s e d w h i l e 
progressively varying the indexes in each dimension from 1 to the 
last element. 
(3) It is more efficient to optimize nodes which have the same 
range along one of their dimensions to be enclosed within the 
scope of the respective iterations. This is important to reduce 
the memory requirements of a program. Therefore range propagation 
and range set analysis have to be performed. 
Fig. 2-7 shows an example that illustrates the schedule for 
copying a file : 
0 a(i) ) 
1 




Fig. 2-7 Array Graph 
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Fig.2-8 Two possible schedules for assertion al [Lu 84] 
D〇工/ D〇I 
READ(A(I))； READ(A(工））� 
END； B(I) = A(I) 
DO I; WRITE(B(I))； 





Schedule 1 Schedule 2 
Memory evaluations will be performed. Since the three statements 
above have same range of subscript, they can be merged into one 
iteration which saves memory usage. In this case, Schedule 2 is 
preferred. 
Finally, memory usage of schedule will be evaluated for 
efficiency. Then the decision of selecting a memory allocation 
scheme will be made. For details of the complete scheduling 
algorithm, please refer to [Lu 84][Prywes 83]. 
A schedule corresponding to the array graph (Fig.2-4) of the 
SALES scenario is shown in Fig.2-9. 
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Fig. 2-9 Schedule of the Sales Scenario 
NEST 
NAME LVL： DESCRIPTION EVENT 
SALES MODULE NAME PROCEDURE HEADING 
IN FILE OPEN FILE 
ITEMS FILE OPEN FILE 
$YSGEN1 GROUP IN FILE ITEMS 
1 ITERATION: RANGE NO. 1 FOR $11 UNTIL END OF FILE 
jfuQpp GROUP IN FILE IN “ 
2 ITERATION: RANGE NO. 2 FOR $12 UNTIL END.X SPECIFIED 
II^PEC RECORD IN FILE IN READ RECORD 
FIELD IN RECORD INREC 
ITEM 
SPECIAL NAME 
AASS8 EQUATION (a2) 
[二盘V SPECIAL NAME TARGET OF EQUATION: AASS8 (a2) 
AASS7 EQUATION (a1) 
Q ^ j A ^ j FIELD IN RECORD INREC 
AAQcm EQUATION (a4) 
MSS10 2 END ITERATION FOR 12 
TOTAL FIELD IN RECORD OUTREC TARGET OF EQUATION: AASS10(a4) 
frPpO^SfpRj-v SPECIAL NAME TARGET OF EQUATION: AASS7 (a1) 
^ l ^ ^ l c RECORD IN FILE ITEMS READ RECORD 
FJ^E^S]-V FIELD IN RECORD ITEMREC 
pp , ^^ FIELD IN RECORD ITEMREC 
AAQQ11 EQUATION (a5) 
^ S ^ 1 f i e l d in RECORD OUTREC TARGET OF EQUATION: AASS11 (a5) 
AACQQ EQUATION (a3) 
9 FIELD IN RECORD OUTREC TARGET OF EQUATION: AASS9 (a3) 
RECORD IN RLE OUT WRITE RECORD 
OUTREO 
S GROUP 
1 END ITERATION FOR $11 







This chapter is a survey of literature on exception handling. An 
overview of some existing exception handling models and practices 
in conventional programming languages such as PL/I, Ada and CLU 
are reported. Then some specification languages with respect for 
exception handling are being surveyed. 
3.1 Goodenough's Proposal [Good 75] 
This paper has presented a proposed notation in exception 
handling which is designed based on control programs. It has 
provided a useful framework for consideration of exception 
handling issues in designing the c o r r e s p o n d i n g language 
mechanisms. 
Goodenough has defined an exception as an event that suspends 
normal execution of a program. When an exception is raised, 
control is transferred to the corresponding exception handler 
which constitutes the actions executed in response to that 
exception. While bringing an exception situation to attention is 
called raising the exception, and responding to the exception is 
called handling the exception. 
Furthermore, Goodenough has described the general issues of 
exception handling as follows: 
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(a) Control flow issues. It is required to ensure the user and 
the implementer of an operation agree on whether termination or 
resumption of an operation is allowed in case a particular 
exception is raised. Moreover, it should permit a programmer to 
express which of these possibilities is being chosen. 
(b) Default exception handling. Default handlers is useful to be 
provided for those exceptions that is raised by an operation but 
not handled by an invoker of the operation. •. 
(c) Association of handlers with invocations of operations. This 
is a basic exception handling issue that demands attention. Since 
exceptions arise when attempting to perforin certain operations, 
one basic issue is to associate the proper handler with the 
invocation of a given operation. 
(d) Hierarchies of operations and their exceptions. No七ice that 
the exception handling issues arise from the interaction between 
an exception raising operation and its immediate invoker is 
different from those arise when an exception is disposed of by an 
indirect invoker. 
Then Goodenough proposed three classes of exceptions, namely, 
ESCAPE, NOTIFY, and SIGNAL. His proposal permits both termination 
and resumption of an operation when an exception is raised. 
ESCAPE exceptions are meant for conditions that correction of the 
condition and resumption of the block causing the exception is 
imposs ible. 
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NOTIFY exceptions are meant for c o r r e c t a b l e conditions, it 
forbids termination of the operation raising the exception and 
resumption is required after the handler has completed its 
actions. 
SIGNAL exceptions permit the operation raising the exception to 
be either terminated (as in ESCAPE) or resumed (like NOTIFY) 
depending on whether the exception is catastrophic or not. 
Take one example, the definition of F is required to specify what 
exceptions can be raised and their type: 
F: PROCEDURE (AA) [X： ESCAPE, Y:SIGNAL],. 
DCL AA FIXED; 
TO raise the exceptions X or Y from within F, a programmer must 
write either ESCAPE X or SIGNAL Y, e.g., 
DO WHILE "exception Y should be raised"； 
SIGNAL Y； 
END; 
IF " e x c e p t i o n X should be raised"; 
THEN ESCAPE X； 
NOTIFY exceptions are defined and raised similarly. 
The key advantage of his proposal is that virtually any of the 
various i m p l e m e n t a t i o n techniques can be used, which means in a 
properly s u p p o r t e d system, a programmer will be able to specify 
with a compiler directive the method of implementation that is 
used for particular exceptions. Thus a programmer should be able 
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七 o control i.plexnentation efficiency without having to rewrite 
his program. 
Based on Goodenough's proposal, however, we can see that the 
control issues that a progra丽er need to considered for exception 
handling are numerous and complicated. 
3.2 Exception Handling Models [Horowitz 84][Yemini 85] 
There are two predominating control-flow-J^ase6 models of 
transferring control after exception handling, the resumption 
.odel and termination model. " R e s t i n g exceptions" allow 
restarting of the block or statement raising the., while 
"terminating exceptions" requires the block or statement in 
execution to be terminated. 
According to the resumption model [Horowitz 84], when an 
exception is encountered during program execution events, the 
followings would occur ： 
a) an exception is raised; 
b) a handler is invoked； 
c) after handling an exception, the control of program is 
returned to the point following the point of the interrupt 
(Figure 3-1). 
3 4 
normal control flow altered control flow 
program / subprogram ^ 
text / Exception t ， Exer t ion 
call d > ( raised ^ ^ H a n d l e r 
\ here ^ 
subprogram X ... exit 
end \ return 
^ vj：：^、一.乂 
resume control to 
the point after which 
exception is raised 
Fig. 3-1 Flow of Control in Resumption Model 
PL/工 and Mesa adopt this approach. 
on the other hand, for the termination model [Horowitz 84], the 
followings would happen when an exception occurs ： 
a) an exception is raised; 
b) handler is invoked; 
c) the handler is a block of code which in effect replaces 
the part of the program that would have been executed in a 
normal situation. After handling the exception, the 
control of the program would return to the caller of the 
program (Figure 3-2). 
Languages such as Ada, CLU and Bliss use this approach. 
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normal control flow altered control flow 
\|/ ^ ^ /' ......... 
program X subprogram 
teM / / Exception text Exception 
call 〈 raised o j ^ -七 •• Handler 
subprogram here I 
. .、、、\ exit 
end •、，\ return ： 
^ ^ 
\/ ~ 乂 / 
terminate the current block 
and return control to the 
calling module 
Fig. 3-2 Flow of Control in Termination Model 
Yemini has recently developed a new model for exception handling, 
called the replacement model [Yemini 85] . The model is quite 
powerful because it supports all the handling responses of 
resumption, termination, retry and exception propagation, within 
statements and expressions. Yemini uses Algol68 extended with Ada 
packages as the vehicle to illustrate her exception handling 
proposal. 
The replacement model is expression-oriented. It views a program 
as a composite expression. An exception is explicitly associated 
with its potential signaller (an expression) [Yemini 85]• Fig.3-3 
shows an example of an Algol68 procedure convert, which takes an 
array_of_integers variable, code, as a parameter and returns a 








p r o c c o _ n v e r t = ( ^ r i f / " J i n t code) s t r i n g 
s i g n a l s r e x c f i n t ； f c h a r , s t r i n g ； b a d c o d e ) ； 
begin exception . 
string s: �••“ � 力 
for 1 from Iwb code to upb code do 
int code i�code[i] . . 
s:=s+it code i<= char hi and code i>=char lo then 
repr code i 
else 
badcode(code i) 
# append to s the char represented by code[i] 




Figure 3-3 Illustration of exception handling 
using the replacement model approach [Yemini 85] 
in Figure 3-3, convert may signal an e x c e p t , called 
in the illustration, c o n v ^ is declared as a signally of 
tadcode. Any i n y ^ of c o n v ^ must have a M n d l ^ for the 
exception associated with it. 
A handler may either 
1. return a resumption value : a char (character) value, thus 
resumincT the execution of convert ； or 
2. return a replacement value : a string value to be used as the 
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final value of the invocation of convert, thus termina^ng 
convert. 
Every exception is specified as returning one of each kind of 
value. The semantics of signalling an exception is very similar 
to that of calling a procedure. In the declaration of the signals 
clause of convert, the exception badcode is specified to require 
passing one parameter (the invalid code i) to any handler 
designated for an invocation of convert. Two of the handler 
responses are demonstrated as follows : 
1. Resumption: For example, a "？” is provided as a replacement 
for the char corresponding to badcode. Convert then resumes. Thus 
the outcome of convert is a string in which the characters 
corresponding to inconvertible codes are "？": 
do 
« • • 
print(convert(nums)) 
• • • 
od 
on jbadcode二 fint i) ^ char, string；； 
It 911 
no 
2. Termination of the signaller: It is indicated by using a 
replace completer within the handler body. The value returned by 
the completer * is used to replace the value of convert. Suppose 
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an empty string is provided as a replacement for the string 
returned by convert : 
do 
« • • 
print(convert(nums)) 
• « « 
od 
on jbadcode二fint i) fchar,string；: 
“"replace 
no 
Other handler responses such as retry and exception propagation 
are also supported, refer to [Yeiaini 85] for details. 
r r completer is a value returning exit which causes the 
s i g n a ^ l e f t o be exited. A returned value is written preceding 
the completer. 
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3 . 3 Programming Languages 
This s e c t i o n p r e s e n t s an o v e r v i e w of some c o n v e n t i o n a l 
programming approaches, such as PL/I, Ada and CLU, to exception 
handling. 
Many current languages, e.g. Pascal, have no exception handling 
mechanism at all [Curley 82]; exception handlers may be part of 
the run-time support system, and language users have no mechanism 
for controlling exception handling. -
PL/I and Ada both provide user-controlled exception handling. 
Users are allowed to specify an exception h a n d l e r for a 
predefined exception condition in both languages. In case that no 
user-defined handler is given for an exception condition, a 
system-defined or default exception handler will be invoked. 
Moreover, user can define new exception conditions and associated 
exception handlers [Fairley 85]. 
PL/工 and Mesa adopt the approach of allowing control to return to 
the point where the exception was raised after execution of the 
associate exception handler. The resulting mechanism is very 
powerful and flexible, but it is rather difficult and complicated 
to be master for inexperienced programmers. 
On the other hand, Ada, CLU and Bliss adopt a simpler scheme in 
which the execution of the atomic unit that raised the exception 
is terminated and the control is transferred to the exception 
handler. In other words, conceptually, the action that raised the 
e x c e p t i o n c a n n o t be r e s u m e d [Carlo 8 2 ] . 
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in the following sections, the features of exception handling in 
some existing languages such as PL/I, Ada and CLU are mentioned. 
Exception Handling in PL/I [Good 75][Fairley 85] 
An exception handling mechanism based on PL/I [Good 75] are 
examined in this section. It permits resuming and terminating 
exceptions and it allows restarting of the block or statement 
raising them. “-
PL/I provides a comprehensive mechanism for controlling what 
happens when a language - d e f i n e d exceptional condition occurs 
[MacLaren 77]. Exception handlers in PL/I are termed as ON 
statements, and exception conditions are called ON conditions. 
Using the an ON statement, a programmer may establish an ON unit 
for a language-defined exception condition, such as OVERFLOW, 
which is in fact a procedure with no arguments that is invoked 
when the condition occurs. Then PL/I allows resumption of program 
execution at the point of interruption after execution of the 
that exception handler. For illustration of exception handling in 




ON OVERFLOW BEGIN 
/* OVERFLOW EXCEPTION HANDLING CODE */ END； 
END ALPHA； 
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When an ENDFILE condition is raised for file INPUT in the above 
procedure ALPHA, the control will be transferred to the ON 
ENDFILE statements which terminates procedure ALPHA and transfers 
control back to the calling routine when the RETURN statement is 
executed• 
Otherwise, if an OVERFLOW condition of a floating-point 
computation occurs in ALPHA, control will then be passed to the 
ON OVERFLOW unit. After execution of the handling statements, 
control will return to the statement immediately following the 
point where the exception condition occurred if there are no 
branching in the ON unit through statements such as GOTO or 
RETURN etc.• 
There are a number of ON conditions defined in PL/1 and disable 
of the exceptions is allowed. The ON units are quite unstructured 
in construct, it depends greatly on the control flow of program. 
Moreover, it is difficult to write. Nevertheless, the mechanism 
itself has good features as well as deficiencies. 
Exception Handling in CLU [Atkinson 78][Carlo 82] 
CLU is a programming language/system that provides linguistic 
mechanisms supporting procedural, data, and control abstractions, 
and structured exception handling. In CLU, a routine can 
terminate in one of a number of conditions. It terminates in the 
normal condition by executing a RETURN statement; and terminates 
in an exceptional condition by executing a SIGNAL statement 
[Atkinson 78]. 
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Exception handlers are bound to statements by means of EXCEPT 
clauses in the syntactic form ; 
〈statement〉 except <handler_list> end 
<handler_list> has the following format : 
when <exception_list_l>:〈statement一1> 
when <exception_list_n>:<statement_n> 
If no handler is found within the procedure that issued the call, 
the procedure implicitly signals a language-defined exception 
FAILURE and returns, 
Unlike PL/工，CLU provides no mechanisms for disabling exceptions. 
The argument is that unless an exception is proven not to occur, 
it would be unsafe to disable it. While in contrast to Ada, CLU 
does not allow the unit that raises the exception to handle it 
[Carlo 82]. 
Exception Handling in Ada [Ichbiah 79][Ledgard 80] 
Contrast to PL/1, Ada provides a termination model : the control 
is always returned to the calling unit following execution of the 
exception handler. The block or statement in execution is 
"terminated" in the sense that control is passed to the exception 
handler and not back to that block or statement. The program 
execution actually continues through an alternative path. After 
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execution is finished by the handler, the control will be 
returned to the calling unit. In this way, the exception handling 
strategy is structural and can achieve high modularity. 
User-defined exception names are introduced by e x c e p t i o n 
declarations. Exceptions can be raised by RAISE statements, or 
they can be raised by subprograms, blocks, or language defined 
operations that propagate the exceptions. When an exception 
occurs, control can be passed to a user-provided exception 
handler at the end of a block or end of the body of' a subprogram, 
package, or task [Ledgard 80]. 
exception—declaration ::= identifier—list : exception; 
The exception declaration defines 1 or more exceptions whose 
names can appear in RAISE statements and in exception handlers 
within the scope of the declaration. 
raise—statement ::= raise [exception—name]; 
The occurrence of exception during program execution can be 
brought to attention by running the raise statement. Then, the 
program unit in execution will be suspended and the control is 
transferred to the exception handler : 
exception—handler ::= 
when exception—choice {| exception—choice}=> 
sequence—of—statements 
exception—choice ::= exception—name | others 
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A handler containing the choice others can only appear last and 
can only contain this exception choice; it handles all exception 
not listed in previous handlers. 
The language itself defines situations that cause exception. The 
predefined exceptions are listed as follows [Ledgard 80]： 
NUMERIC-ERROR When the result of a predefined numeric 
operation does not lie w i t h i n the 
implemented range for the numeric type. 
CONSTRAINT—ERROR When a range constraint, index constraint, 
or discriminant constraint is violated, or 
when an attempt to dereference a null access 
value. 
SELECT—ERROR When all alternatives of a select statement 
with else part are closed. 
S T O R A G E 一 E R R O R When the dynamic storage allocated to a task 
is exceeded or when the available space for 
objects of an access type is exhausted. 
TASKING一ERROR When exception arises during intertasks 
communication. 
Examples of nc^P.r-defined exception declarations: 
SINGULAR : exception; 
ERROR : exception; 
OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW : exception; 
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For example, to handle the exception when a table full occurs : 
-- exception declaration of TABLE一FULL 
TABLE—FULL: exception; 
begin 
——test for full table 




-- exception handler for TABLE—FULL 
exception 
when TABLE—FULL … 
end; 
Notice that if the unit that raises the exception does not 
provide a handler for the exception, the exception is propagated 
to a unit that contains a package declaration. 
Ada's exception handling mechanism is multilevel, as opposed to 
the single-level mechanism of CLU which has been described. In 
Ada, the exception raised by a unit may also be handled by units 
other than its immediate caller. 
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Summary 
Based on the survey, it was _ found that the resumption model of 
exception handling (e.g. PL/I) contains more features and is more 
complicated than the termination model (e.g. Ada). Resumption 
appears to be the more flexible and, thus, more desirable 
approach to exception handling. However, it violates program 
modularity and is difficult to write and understand, for example, 
the point where the control return to after an exception is 
raised (either automatically, or by a SIGNAL statement) varies 
depending on the exception handler currently bound to the 
exception which is being executed. Unless otherwise specified by 
the handler control subsequently return to the point that issued 
the SIGNAL. 
The binding is highly dynamic between an exception raised in a 
certain point of program and the exception handler that is 
invoked in PL/I. If more than one ON statement for the same 
exception appears in the same block, each new binding overrides 
the previous one. If a new ON statement for the same exception 
appears in an inner block, the new binding remains in force only 
until the inner block is terminated. When control exists a block, 
the bindings that existed prior to block entry are reestablished 
[Carlo 82]. 
Nevertheless, PL/I contains a lot of useful features in exception 
handling. The f ollowings is a table of most of the exception 
conditions that can be found in PL/I and A d a . 
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CONSTRAINT—ERROR 
R^TCK NUMERIC 一 ERROR 
CSSDITION(X) 
C O N V E R S I O N ^ I C ^ N C - E S 
ENDFILE(X) TASKING 一 ERROR 
E N D P A G E (X) nc^er-
PPPOR Examples of user 




O V E R K O W OVERFLOW 
S T R I N G R A N G E 
S U B S C R I P T R A N G E 
T R A N S M I T ( X ) 
U N D E F I N E D F I L E ( X ) 
UNDERFLOW 
ZERODIVIDE 
The names of exceptions explain the functions themselves. For 
examples, ON ENDFILE(X) means end of the file X is reached, ON 
OVERFLOW m e a n s the occurrence of arithmetic o v e r f l o w , ON 
STRINGRANGE means out of bound of a string, ON SIZE, means size 
error and ON SUBSCRIPTRANGE means out of the range of subscript 
available in an array. 
Nevertheless, the reader should find the language constructs for 
exception handling in existing language is complicated. It is not 
easy to understand and program because of the intricate control 
logic. Therefore, it is desirable if the programing effort of 
exception handling can be reduced. 
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3.4 Data-Oriented Exception Handling 
in a very recent dissertation by Qian [Qian 90], a data-oriented 
approach for exception handling in Ada has been proposed and 
developed. Using Qian's approach, exceptions are associated with 
the operations of a type and handlers with data objects. This has 
suggested another perspective towards exception handling within 
the context of conventional programming language practices. 
Qian's exception handling mechanism is tightly coupled with Ada's 
package construct implementing abstract data types. Resultant 
programs are found to be smaller, better structured, and easier 
to maintain. However, this approach is still based on procedural 
programs though exceptions are associated with data types rather 
than control structures. In contrast, we start viewing the 
problem from the angle of a data-flow-like-style specification. 
Control program with embedded exception handling is generated 
automatically based on the assertions. User is totally relieved 
of the control issues of exception handling programming. Our 
approach d i f f e r s in the d i r e c t i o n of Qian，s r e s e a r c h . 
Nevertheless, Qian has highlighted the significance of data-
oriented approach of exception handling. 
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3.5 Specification Languages 
This is a relatively new and important topic for research. 
Specification languages are aids for capturing the specification 
and evolution of programs. They can save much labor for both 
checking and program generation. Apart from the MODEL-based 
specification language, there are other specification languages 
such as Constructive Algebraic [Horebeek 88], Formal [Bidoit 85], 
Functional [ Joosten 88] and Trace [Hoffman 88] sp.ecif ications. 
However, only few of them have addressed the issues of exception 
handling. Specifications with consideration of exception 
handling are described briefly in the following paragraphs 
though they are not necessary executable specifications* 
Not all existing specification languages are e x e c u t a b l e . 
Executable specifications means automated modules that translate 
the language-based specification into executable code being 
invoked. It enables the user to construct prototypes quickly 
according to requirements so that he can further refine the 
specifications. Thus such an environment can enhance greatly in 
programming productivity, saving both development effort and 
time. The major advantage of using executable specification 
language is that a more coherent and realistic program structure 
for making modifications can be resulted automatically. 
Constructive Algebraic Specifications [Horebeek 88] 
The algebraic specification method is a well-known technique for 
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formal software specification. This specification language, i：： 
based on the mathematical foundations. A framework of exception 
handling has been introduced by 工vo Van Horebeek [Horebeek 88]. 
It is a type of formal specifications and in Horebeek's paper, he 
has d i s c u s s e d an e x c e p t i o n h a n d l i n g m e t h o d for the 
specifications. First, a safety function is provided for every 
sort. This function characterizes each object as being safe or 
unsafe. Axioms are designed, for example, ErrNat, is added to the 
axioms that define the Pred, Add and Mult operations : 
Pred (ErrNat) == ErrNat ; 
Add (ErrNat, n) 二= ErrNat ; 
Mult (ErrNat, n) 二= ErrNat ； /* multiply function */ 
in which cases, if errors occur, these axioms will take over 
control and prevent the function from being "exhaustive". 
However, under certain cases, these axioms cannot handle the 
situations. Thus Horebeek has described the safety and unsafety 
functions. For details, please refer to H o r e b e e k , s p a p e r 
[Horebeek 88]. 
Formal Specifications [Bidoit 85] 
Formal specification languages lead to formal representations of 
requirements that may be verified or further analyzed [Pressman 
87]• An algebraic approach to the specification of data types 
and programs is developed. The data types involved in the 
application are specified algebraically. Starting from the data 
type specification, program modules are systematically built, 
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using a set of decomposition schemes on the data types. In this 
approach, programmer uses the algebraic specification of the 
input or output data types, and a set of decomposition schemes of 
these types as aids in constructing the program [Bidoit 85]. 
In this specification approach, exception handling methods are 
proposed. It was necessary to provide a specific formalism to 
describe e r r o r c a s e s and r e c o v e r y and to s u p p l y s o m e 
constructions to structure such specifications. It use Ada as the 
target programming language referring to its exception handling 
features and modularity. 
Take one program segment for illustrating its approach: 
FUNCTION howmany (t: IN Array) RETURN Nat IS 
——RAISE error—in—howmany 
nl, n2, n3: Index；v:Elem；t1:Array； 
BEGIN 
nl iwb(t)； n2:=upb(t); 
V t(nl)； n3:= nl+l; 
tl := subarray(t,n3,n2); 
� 
• • • 
EXCEPTION 
WHEN inderror 二> 
WHEN illegal-init = 〉 … 
END howmany； 
In Bidoit's paper, the exception handling approach is discussed. 
Nevertheless, this specification approach is not yet available 
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for execution. Meanwhile, a complete environment supporting both 
specification and program development is under development 
[Bidoit 85]. 
Comments 
Specification languages are written for generation of program. 
Only some of them are executable and very few of them have 
proposed mechanism for handling exceptions. 
There is a need to improve the reliability of the specification— 
based software by considering the generation of exception 
handling routines a u t o m a t i c a l l y . The problem is how the 
specifications can be mapped to the control logic in automatic 
generation exception handling routines. 
Our purpose is not to make a brand new exception handling 
mechanism, instead, based on the existing exception handling 
strategies (e.g. in PL/I or Ada), we try to view it using an 
alternative approach (in specification approach with a very high 
level concept) and automate the task. Consequently, exception 
handling routines are expected to be generated automatically 
together with the statements or assertions in the executable 
specifications. 
The Executable Specification language, MODEL described in chapter 
2, has provided a typical 'model‘ for study. It has contained 
the following key aspects which differs from other specification 
techniques. 
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(a) The high—level mathematically—based specification language 
always produces 100% of the code. It fully automates coding, 
documentation and maintenance and provides support for 
design, debugging and testing. 
(b) The software produced has high quality (in the sense of 
eliiriinating sources of static errors) and efficiency. 
(c) Maintenance costs are cut dramatically, full life-cycle 
software costs are substantially reduced. ’ -
In other words, MODEL can enhance greatly in programming 
productivity, saving both development effort and time. In 
addition, using the configuration language (specifying network 
topology) with MODEL (automating code generation), distributed 
processing is allowed. 
However, the exception handling features is limited in MODEL at 
the specification level to deal with exceptions that occur during 
program execution. Therefore, it is a suitable tool for our 
further study and development on issue of exception handling to 
increase the reliability of the specification—based software. 
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CHAPTER 4 
EXCEPTION HANDLING SPECIFICATION 
A data-oriented specification approach towards exception handling 
is presented here. A user is relieved of the control flow issues 
of exception handling. He only uses data assertions to specify 
the anomalous situations that may arise during program execution. 
Our approach has three distinguished features : 
1. specification of exception conditions, 
2. specification of the consequences of handling, 
3. automatic generation of a schedule including exception 
handling mechanisms events. 
4.1 Data-oriented Exceptions Specification 
Assertions for defining exception conditions, replacing invalid 
data values describing fatal conditions and recording error 
messages have been designed at the specification level. From 
these assertions, different flow of control for exception 
handling is implied. The goal of our research is to a) introduce 
exception handling features at the specification level and b) 
generate the exception handling information in a schedule. 
The focus of our research is to view exception handling at the 
specification level. At the specification level, a user does not 
have any knowledge of the underlying generated program. The user 
specifies exception conditions and replacement of invalid data 
values in the case of exceptions. For example, he can choose to 
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replace an underflowed data value by zero. The program generator 
should analyze the specification and generate the control flow 
logic for both normal and anomalous situations. 
In other words, a user only considers data dependencies and data 
value changes. Hence, he just needs to specify (1) an exception 
condition in terms of data values； and (2) handling event in 
terms of the data value replacement. The control flow issues of 
exception handling are then delegated to the language translator 
during the scheduling process. 
Exceptions may arise under the conditions as shown in Table 1 
[Hull 88] [Horowitz 84]. 
Exception Categories Examples of Exceptions 
1. overflow errors a) floating-point add overflow, 
b) integer multiply overflow, and 
c) exponential function overflow in 
arithmetic operations/ 
d) string overflow. 
2. underflow errors a) floating-point add underflow, 
b) exponential function underflow, 
c) floating—point mod underflow in 
arithmetic operations. 
3. constraint errors a) array subscript out of range, 
b) division by zero, 
c) square root of a negative 
number, 
d) log of a non-positive number 
4. uninitialized errors the referenced value has not been 
provided or initialized 
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. c^、 ot->h of file condition, 
5. file handling errors a) 二 ^ f g e S ^ i l e condition 
6 . u n e x p e c t e d : a t y p e a type, 
errors b) conversion error 
• • •_• - • 一 ‘ — 
Table 1 
At the specification level, a user should be able to specify all 
the exception conditions categorized in Table 1. Otherwise, the 
generated program may behave unpredictably when, the exception 
conditions occur at run time. Thus when designing our notation, 
we have taken into account to cover all conditions listed above. 
Exceptions in a programming language can be described as default, 
predefined (language-defined) and user-defined [Good 75] 
[Cristian 82] [Hull 88]. For our data-oriented specification 
language, we also adopt a similar classification scheme as 
s m m a r i z e d in Table 2. The different types of exceptions are 
defined for dealing with various conditions. 
(1) •• Reserved words are used to specify 
the predefined exception conditions. Reserved words such as 
OVERFLOW, UNDERFLOW, MALDATA etc. [Hull 88] are provided for 
specifying the corresponding exception conditions. For example, 
OVERFLOW.x(i) represents a boolean vector, its value will be set 
to true if overflow has occurred in x(i). This type of exception 
has covered conditions like overflow errors, underflow errors, 
uninitialized errors and unexpected data type errors. 
(2) T T ^ ^ r ^ f i n e d E x c e ^ t i ^ : These include any condition 
specified by a user to be an exception, for example, x(i) < 0. 
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It can deal with the constraint errors. 
Exception Proposed Notation for Description 
Type Specification 
1) Predefined 
a) overflow OVERFLOW.{data一element} arithmetic or string 
— overflow; 
b) underflow UNDERFLOW. {data_eleinent} arithmetic underflow; 
c) uninitialized UNINIT.{data—element} referenced data not 
— prjovided ； 
d) conversion MALDATA.{data—eleinent} data conversion error. 
2) User-defined 
a) Any exception 冬{Exceptionld}•{data— violation of a 
condition element} constraint is 
specified by = {boolean expression} expressed by a boolean 
a user expression, e.g., 
%error.x(i)=x(i)<0； 
b) Fatal error F.{data—element} a fatal error is 
condition = {boolean expression} encountered and the 
program should stop 
execution immediately 
F.x(i) = (X = -1); 
3) Default 
Implicitly not required Procedures for hand-
defined by the ling the following 
system conditions should be 
automatically added 
to the generated 
program (e.g. PL/I): 
ON error (unexpected 
error) 
ON end of file 
ON key (of an 
indexed file) 
ON undefined file 
Table 2 
note : {data—element} , e.g. x (i) , represents any data item 
defined by user 
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(3) Default Exceptions : A user needs not specify default 
exceptions. Codes for handling default exceptions are included 
automatically during program generation. File handling errors 
can be settled by these built-in constructs, for instance, a 
generated program would include codes for handling conditions 
like end of file. 
4,2 Assertions for Exception Handling 
There are four types of Exception Handling Assertions for 
specifying exception handling: 
(1) A user-Defined Exception Condition Assertion is used to 
specify a condition that a user considers anomalous, e.g. a 
value out of expected range. The condition(s) defined must 
be handled by specifying at least one of the following types 
of assertions. 
(2) A Fatal Condition Assertion is used to define a condition 
that causes the termination of any further data evaluations 
in the specification. 
(3) A Replacement Assertion is used to define a handling event by 
replacing a data value. 
(4) A Message Vector Assertion is used to describe a message in 
an Error Report, corresponding to the occurrence of an 
exception. 
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Exception conditions are declared based on the properties or 
conditions of data. They can be represented in three forms (as 
shown in Fig.4-1). -
e.g. /• e5 •/ cost (i) =price (i) * 七o七al (i) 
Exception Conditions 
Pre-defined User-defined Default 
.system interrupt • any constraint • file handling 
error error 
e.g.OVERFLOW.price(i) e.g. price(i)<0 e.g. cannot open 
UNDERFLOW.price(i) input file; 
UNINIT.price(i) empty input 
MALDATA•price(i) file; 
Fig.4-1 The Three Types of Exception Conditions 
Logical operators such as "AND", "OR" are allowed in boolean 
expressions. Moreover they can be associated with user—defined 
conditions only since the Predefined Exception Conditions are 
usually more serious conditions that requires detection at system 
level or instant response. 
The format and usage of the Exception Handling Assertions have 
been explained in details in the following sections. 
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4 • 2 .1 User-Defined Exception Condition Assertions 
The definition of an exception conditions is as follows: 
%{ExceptionId}.x(i) - {boolean expression}； 
Note that {Exceptionld} is any identifier specified by user. 
While x(i) is any data item name associated with the exception, 
{boolean expression} means either the checking of data type, or 
data range or domain errors. The sign ,%' shows • that the name 
following it is a user-defined exception name. 
The data variables being referenced in the boolean expression for 
defining occurrence of exception is called the Exception 
Variables. 
This type of assertion is for specifying user-defined exceptions 
only since pre—defined exception conditions are provided by the 
language and no explicit definition if required. 
Assertions will taken from the SALES specification in Fig.2-2 for 
illustration. Refer to the assertion e5, it evaluates the cost 
for each item, i, by multiplying its price with the total 
quantity of that item: 
/* e5 */ cost(i) = price(i) * total(i); 
Suppose we want to specify that if price(i) has negative value, 
it is an exception. Then, we can specify an exception condition 
name, such as neg_error, and add the Exception Condition 
Assertion (e6): 
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/* e6 */ %neg_error.price(i) = price(i) < 0; 
i 二 1 2 3 4 
price(i) 3 2 ：達鐘 0 
l l j j 
neg_error.price(i) F F F 
Fig. 4-2 
Actually the specification of Exception Condition Assertion is 
optional, user may specify the boolean expression at the 
corresponding handling assertions directly. However, for the 
sake of readability, the user are advised to specify the 
exception conditions using this type of assertion. This is 
because each user-defined exception condition name can be 
referred by several handling assertions. It will look more neat 
and tidy if the Exception Condition Assertions are specified. 
4.2.2 Fatal Condition Assertion 
A user may consider certain undesirable conditions as fatal error 
which means that he want to terminate any further evaluations. 
The letter f, which represents fatal, is the keyword to be used. 
For instance, f.x(i) is a boolean vector which means there is a 
condition associated with x(i) and it is fatal, when the 
specified condition becomes true, then it implies termination of 
further processing of the underlying generated program. Format 
of the assertion is given as below: 
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f.variable—name = exception conditions; 
Take an example : 
f.price(i) = price(i) < 0; 
i 二 1 2 3 4 
price(i) 3 2 麵 uu 




According to this assertion, when price(i) appears to be less 
than or equal zero, the user considers it as a fatal condition 
and the response of the generated program should stop 
immediately. In addition, user is allowed to specify the Fatal 
Condition Assertion using any exception condition specified (the 
order of placing the assertions in the specification is 
insignificant) as shown in the following way: 
f.price(i) = %neg_error.price(i); 
This assertion should have same effect as previous assertion. The 
latter case requires the definition of both an Exception 
Condition Assertion and a Fatal Condition Assertion but it gives 
the user a clearer picture on what is defined as exception and 
what exception is fatal. Therefore, this should be a good 
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practice and the overall specification will be more readable. 
Moreover, more than one exception variable or condition (pre-
defined or user-defined) can be specified on the right hand side 
of this assertion. For instance, 
f.price(i)=绘neg一error.price(i) | OVERFLOW.price(i) 
price(i) = 0 & total(i) > 0; 
Logical Operators, such as | (or), & (and),入(not), are allowed 
provided that any pre-defined specified have no direct 
conjunction with other condition. Boolean expressions such as 
"OVERFLOW. x(i) & x(i) = 0", or "y(i) > 0 & UNINIT.x(i)" are 
considered illegal since it is not likely that any pre-defined 
condition should occur at the same time with other condition, and 
that each pre-defined exception condition should be treated 
specifically. 
4.2.3 Replacement Assertions 
For every exception that occurs, a user is allowed to perform 
value replacement. The definition of a Replacement Assertion is 
as follows: 
e.variable_name = IF exception condition(s) 




e.total(i) 二 IF MALDATA.total(i) 
THEN 0； 
total (i) 4 0 9 
nI/ V ^ 
maldatatotal(i) F :浮:::::：F F 0 0 0 0 
..I 〖 —I ^ ^ ^ 
w N/ Mf 
e. total (i) 4 >：>0>：：> 0 9 
Fig. 4-4 
We refer to e.total(i) as the Replacement Variable. total(i) is 
the Replaced Variable and in this example, it is also the 
Exception Variable since it is the variable with occurrence of 
exception. The Replacement value is the value for substitution 
when an exception occurs. An exception condition can be User-
defined, Predefined Exception Conditions or a boolean expressions 
as mentioned before. 
The last ELSE part at the end of the Replacement Assertion is 
optional. It describes that when no exception condition occurs, 
the value of e.variable_name such as e.total(i), is obtained from 
the normal value of variable _name, total (i) . This clause is 
implied automatically, thus actually user need not specify it. 
Moreover, multiple if一then-else structure is allowed to be 
specified on the right hand side, the format is as follows: 
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e.variable_name = IF exception condition 1 
THEN -replacement value 1 
ELSE 
IF exception condition 2 
THEN replacement value 2 
[ELSE variable_name]； 
Again, the last ELSE part is optional and more than one 
replacement value can be specified, for example: 
e.price(i) = IF %neg一error.price(i) /*user—defined cond*/ 
THEN 0 ‘ 
ELSE 
IF MALDATA.price(i) /*pre-defined cond*/ 
THEN 1； ‘ 
However, nested_if structure should be straightly forbidden to 
avoid confusion of specification, for example, 
e.x(i) = IF OVERFLOW.x(i) 
THEN IF y(i) = 0 /* invalid nested-if structure */ 
THEN 0； ‘ 
The major reason is that for each specified exception boolean 
expression, there should be a replacement value for handling that 
condition. 
When an exception occurs, a user can have three choices of target 
to replace a data variable, that is the data variable, it 
immediate descendant or its remote descendant. 
However, the descendant (no matter immediate or remote 
descendant) may be of different dimensionality with the exception 
variable, therefore, four scenarios are given to illustrate the 
use of Replacement Assertions to replace the data value of: 
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1) a data variable with exception itself. 
2) an immediate descendant of the data variable with exception. 
3) a remote descendant of the data variable with exception. 
4) a descendant which are of lower dimensionality. 
b⑴ n a(i) 二 * b(i) a O ) * _ g / V 
yy yy 孕 
^ ^ 等 • ： assertion 
I f I 〇 : d a t a array 
c® 6 O ** f • ： occurrence of 
； exception 
Exception variable: a(i) Exception variable: a(i) ； 
Replaced variable: a(i) Replaced variable: c(i) 丄 • • :「placement 
i W value 
(a) Immediate (b) Direct X 
Replacement Dependency 刚 J • • 
Exception variable: a(i) 
Replaced variable: x(i) 
(c) Indirect Dependency 
Fig. 4-5 Dependencies between Exception Variable 
and Replaced Variable 
The following scenarios have demonstrated the use of the 
Replacement Assertion and some of its implications. 
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Scenario 1 ： Immediate Replacement 
When an exception is detected at a data variable (the Exception 
Variable) , we may replace that the value of that variable. 
Consider the following assertion again: 
/* e5 */ cost(i) = price⑴ * total(i); 
Suppose the exception condition is that price(i) is negative 
(i.e. price(i)<0) . In such a case, we want to replace the 
negative price value by zero. We may add the Replacement 
Assertion as follows: 
/* e7 */ e.price(i) = IF price(i) < 0 
THEN 0； 
This assertion tells that at any instance i, if the exception 
condition, price < 0, has occurred, then e.price (user may 
consider it as an "image" of the variable price) should store the 
value zero, Whereas in normal situation, (i.e. price >= 0)' 
e.price should obtains value from price directly and this is 
implied (the "ELSE price(i)” clause at the end of the Replacement 
Assertion has been omitted). 
The data dependency graphs (array graphs) showing assertions e5 
only (Fig 4-6a) and e5 with added e7 (Fig. 4-6b) respectively. An 
array is represented by a single node (a circle) on the graph. 
The assertions are represented by boxes labeled by the number of 
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Sample data with normal and anomalous flow at different instances 
(i) is illustrated in Figure 4-6c. 
In Figure 4-6c, the exception is handled by assertion e7, the 
value 一 1 of p:rice(2) is replaced by 0 and stored in e. price (2). 
While valid data at other instances (e.g. when i equals 1 or 3 
etc.) should continue processing without being affected and 
e.price should inherit normal data value from price. 
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Fig. 4-6c Sample Data Flow with Exception Occurred 
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4.2.3.2 Scenario 2 ： Direct Dependency 
This scenario illustrates the Replaced Variable as an iiimiediate 
descendant of an Exception Variable. For instance, in assertion 
e5: 
/* e5 */ cost(i) = price(i) • total(i)7 
Cost(i) is the immediate descendant of price(i) and total(i). 
Suppose when the value of price is negative, we want to replace 
the value of cost by zero directly. Then we can add a Replacement 
Assertion e8: 
/* e8 */ e-cost(i) = IF price(i) < 0 
THEN 0; 
The array graph showing assertion e5 only (Fig. 4-7a) is compared 
with that of e5 with e8 specified (Fig. 4一7b)• 
price(i) total(i) 
price(i) 广丨(丨） U 〇 
v / 
\ e5 
e5 \ “ 
X \ ) 





Fig. 4-7b J 
4.2.3.3 Scenario 3 ： Indirect Dependency 
A Replaced Variable may be a remote descendant, that is a 
variable dependent on an exception variable through a sequence of 
interim variables with interrelated data dependencies. 
Consider assertion e5 again and another assertion e9: 
/* e5 */ cost(i) = price(i) * total(i)/ 
/• e9 */ final—cost(i) = cost(i) - discount(i); 
Suppose we need to calculate a final cost which depends on the 
subtraction of a discount value from the cost. Final—cost(i) is a 
remote descendant of the Exception Variable p:rice(i), since 
final—cost(i) is dependent on cost(i) which in turn is dependent 
on p:rice(i). Now if the price is negative, we want to replace 
final_cost by zero. We can simply add the Replacement Assertion 
elO: 
/• elO •/ e-final—cost(i) = IF price(i) < 0 
THEN 0； 
When price(i) appears to be negative, e•final—cost(i) should 
obtain a value zero directly, or else, obtain the value of 
final—cost(i) . Figures 4 — 8a and 4一8b shows the corresponding 
array graphs before and after adding the Replacement Assertion. 
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4•2 . 3.4 Scenario 4 ： Lower Dimensionality 
In the previous three scenarios, it is assumed that there is no change 
in dimensionality of the data vectors that are involved. In 
general, such assumption may not held for all the assertions in a 
specification. Consider assertion e4 from the SALES scenario: 
Variable total(i) is a single dimension variable whereas 
quant(i,j) is a two dimension array. This assertion declares 
that, at any instance of a subscript, total (i) is the summation 
value of j elements of quant(i). SUM is a language-defined 
I 
function for summing of the values along the first dimension of 
an array such as quant(i,j). 
、 
We may add the following Replacement Assertion: 丨 
>• 
/• ell •/ e-total(i) 二 IF guarit(i,j) < 0 
THEN 0； 
Here, at instance i, we replace the value of total by zero when 
exception occurs at the jth quantity, afterwards, we want the 
evaluations of other instances to continue. 
Refer to Figures 4-9a and 4一9b for the array graphs of the 
assertions. Fig- 4 — 9c gives a sample data flow illustration. 
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Fig. 4-9c A Sample Data Flow Illustration 
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It seems that the specification of Replacement Assertion in 
scenario 4 and its corresponding array graph look very close to 
those in scenario 1. However, they actually possess different 
control implications in the underlying program being generated. 
The relationship between data replacement and corresponding flow 
of control will be elaborated in section 4.3. 
4.2.4 Message Vector Assertion 
When an exception occurs, a user can want the program to print an 
error messages in an Error Report using this type of assertion. 
A Message Vector, m.variable_name, should be defined. The letter 
m represents message. For instance, in.x(i), is a string vector. 
When an exception condition occurs, the message should be output 
to a field in that file. 
m,variable_name = IF exception condition(s) 
THEN error一message; 
Examples are shown as follows: 
m.total(i) = IF total(i) < 0 
THEN "Error in value of total" 
I i ； 
iTKprice(i) = IF 冬price一error • price (i) 
THEN "abnormal value"; 
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The sign '||' means concatenation of strings. In this case, the 
error message should be written onto an error report file before 
the termination of program. The current value of subscript i when 
the exception is raised should also be displayed. 
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CHAPTER 5 
ARRAY GRAPH FOR EXCEPTION HANDLING 
A major characteristic of our data—oriented approach is that the 
exception handling assertions may be added without modifying 
other assertions in the specification. Moreover, the non-
procedural aspect of a dataflow specification is still preserved. 
Each exception handling assertion is represented as a data 
dependency graph (exception handling subgraph)• The overall 
process of specifying exception handling can be viewed as 
"plugging" (embedding) the exception handling subgraphs into the 
array graph of a specification. 
Section 5,1 describes the subgraphs corresponding to different 
exception handling assertions. Section 5.2 explains a data flow 
interpretation of an array graph with embedded exception handling 
subgraphs. 
5.1 Subgraph Embedding 
The Exception Handling Assertions can be constructed into array 
graphs which can be "plugged" into the array graph of a 
specification and become a subgraph of it without affecting other 
part of the graph. The localized effect of changes is a feature 
of data flow graphs [Ackerman 82]. 
Different types of Exception Handling Assertions can be added to 
a specification. Table 4 shows some of the Exception Handling 
Assertions that we have specified in Chapter 4. 
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Exception Handling . . 
Assertion Type Assertions Used in Previous Scenarios 
User Defined Exception /*e6*/ %neg_error.price(i) =price(i)<0; 
Condition Assertion 
Fatal condition /*el3*/ f.price(i)=%neg—error•price(i); 
Assertion 
Replacement /*e7*/ e.price(i)=IF %neg_error.price(i); 
Assertion 二 • 
IF MALDATA.price(I) 
THEN 1； 
Message Vector /*el4*/ m.price(i)=IF %neg error price(i) 
Assertion ™ E N "abnormal value", 
Table 3 
Note: Assertion names, e.g. el3 and el4, have been assigned for 
reference purpose. 
suppose these assertions are added to the SALES specification 
(Fig. 3-2) . How the corresponding subgraphs are embedded in the 
array graph (Fig. 3-4) is shown in the following sections. Since 
in this case the Replaced Variable is also the Exception 
variable, price(i), thus only the data node price(i) will be 
affected. For the convenience of illustrations, only the 
relevant data nodes are shown, all other part of the array graph 
being omitted remains unaffected. The portion of array graph 
representing assertion e5 which refers to price(i) is used to 
illustrate how the subgraph is plugged into it. The original 
array graph of e5 is shown in the following Fig.5 — 1. 
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/* Assertion taken from the SALES scenario */ 
/• e5 */ cost (i) = price(i) • total(i),. 
pr ice( i )〔） 
D 
total(i) C L d ’ 
e5 
D D : data dependency 
cost(i) O 
Fig. 5-1 T 
Original Array Graph of e5 
5.1.1 User-Defined Exception Conditions 
The typical array graph for the User-Defined Exception Condition 
Assertion is shown in Fig. 5-2. We have labelled the type of 
edges connected with the User—Defined Exception Condition 
Assertion node the "u" type edges. 
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User-Defined i i i l i i 
Exception Condition Assertion t l M i p i ^ 
u 
User-Defined \ e.g. except.lon.x(i) 
Exception Condition Vector ^ 
Fig. 5-2 
The user-Defined Exception Condition is in fact a boolean vector 
that can be referenced by the Handling Assertions such as the 
Replacement Assertion, the Fatal Condition Assertion and/or the 
Message Vector A s s e r t i o n . Embedding of the s u b g r a p h 
corresponding to the User-Defined Exception Condition Assertion 
e6 is illustrated as follow: 
/*e6*/ %neg_error•price(i)^price(i)<0; 
price (i) 
V；.-..- ••••-•• •-) 
D i • 
酵 neg一error. 
price(i) 
total(i) U ^ ^ D ± 
u ： user-defined condition edge type 
e5 D : data dependency 
D 
一 ) O Fig. 5-3 
1 Subgraph of User-Defined 
f Exception Condition 
Assertion Plugged 
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5.1.2 Fatal Conditions 
Fig. 5-4 is a typical form of data dependency relationship of a 
Fatal Condition Assertion, The edges connecting with the 
assertion is named as the "f" type edges. Actually, more than 
one exception variable or conditions is allowed to be specified 
as the source variables provided that no pre-defined exception 
condition has conjunctive relation (i.e. ，&丨 or AND connections) 
with any other condition. -




Fatal Condition Assertion 
f 
f 
Fatal Condition Vector _ e.g. f.x(i) 
Fig. 5-4 
The illustration of the embedded Fatal Condition Assertion 













cost(i) O f . P — (丨） ⑩ 
Fig. 5-5 • u ; user-defined condition edge type 
f : fatal condition edge type 
Subgraph of Fatal Condition d : data dependency 
Assertion Plugged 
5.1.3 Pre-defined Exception Conditions 
For each p r e - d e f i n e d condition name specified in the 
specification, a special "pre—defined exception node" and "pre-
defined exception edges" connecting with the node should be added 
to the array graph automatically. Although there is no explicit 
assertion specified for the pre-defined condition, this implied 
assertion node must be added to facilitate later scheduling 
process. 
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This implicit assertion node is necessary since it associates a 
pre-defined exception condition, e.g. UNDERFLOW.x(i) with the 
Exception Variable x(i). When underflow occurs in x(i), then 
UNDERFLOW.x(i) should be set to true, in other words, there is a 
dependency relationship between the two data nodes. The implicit 
node added represents the event to detect the occurrence of a 
pre-defined exception. And we call those edges connected with 
this node, the "p" type edges. A pre-defined exception assertion 
subgraph corresponding to the condition mJ^LDATA • x (i) is 
shown in Fig. 5-6. 
Exception Variable ④ e.g. x(i) 
i P 
f 
Implied . assertion name assigned 
Exception Condition Assertion : by system internally 
：P 
Pre-Defined T 
Exception Condition Vector ⑩ e.g. MALDATA.x(i) 
Fig. 5-6 
Each implied system-defined assertion is associated with one pre-
defined exception condition only (this may imply a static 
association between a handling assertion and its exception 
variable(s)). The implicit pre-defined condition assertion names 
are assigned by the system automatically• 
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The pre—defined exception condition, just like that of user-
defined, is a boolean vector which can also be referenced by all 
the Handling Assertions. Fig.5-7 illustrates the embedded 
subgraph for defining MALDATA.price(i). 
！ 
price(i) 
: p1 ; e6 
！L •. : *. • -• *. »•• • .• 1 •-: ] 
p i 丄u 
f ！ 
MALDATA.price(i) • O neg_error. 
D f price(i) 
f 
totaKi) C X D • • e13 
e5 , 
D O f.price(i) 
cost(i) 0 
u : user-defined condition edge type 
Fig. 5-7 I p : pre-defined condition edge type 
f : fata丨 condition edge type 
Subgraph of Pre-defined q : data dependency 
Condition Assertion 
Plugged Automatically 
5.1.4 Replacement Assertions 
Regarding the Replacement Assertion, new node and edges are 
connected to form a "graph unit". Fig. 5-8 shows a general form 
of it. Actually, more than one exception variable or conditions 
is allowed to be specified as the source v a r i a b l e s . 
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Exception V a r i a b l e 、 © Replaced Variable or 




Replacement Variable ⑩ 
Fig. 5-8 
Er = Exception referenced edge type 
Ed = Exception data edge type 
We refer the newly added edges as "exception types of edge" - let 
us call it the "e" edges collectively. They are further 
classified in order to facilitate the later scheduling process. 
There are basically two types of "e" edges, denoted by letters 
••Er" and "Ed" edge types respectively. The Er edge type 
(E二Exception; r二referenced) refer to the edges that connect the 
Exception Variables with the Replacement Assertion Node, i.e. the 
variables referred after the IF clause. While the Ed edge type 
(E二Exception; d二data) refers to the edges that connect the 
Replacement variable as well as any data variables (or constants) 
referred after the ELSE clause with Replacement Assertion Node. 
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However, if the Exception Variable is the Replaced Variable 
itself, we should not label that edge with both Er and Ed types, 
in this case, that edge should be called the combined "Edr" type 
of edges. Fig. 5-9 shows the graph representation. 
Exception Variable © 





Replacement Variable © 
Fig. 5-9 
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By adding the Replacement Assertion e7, the graph unit is 
"plugged" into the array graph. Fig.5-10 shows the corresponding 
exception handling subgraph embedded in the array graph, 







i pi i 
....；—」Ed 了 
丄 磨门eg_error. 




e.price(i) • f - p n c e ( i ) 〇 
^ D 
total (i) L I ^ D 
e5 u : user-defined condition edge type 
p ; pre-defined condition edge type 
D f : fatal condition edge type 
W Ed : exception (data) edge type 
X Er : exception (reference) edge type 
cos ‘ U D : data dependency 
Fig. 5-10 f 
Subgraph of Replacement 
Assertion Plugged 
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Notice that by adding the "exception subgraph", the vector 
cost(i) becomes immediately dependent on e.price(i) instead of 
price (i) . Besides, the edge from the node price(i) to a7 is added 
automatically. 
All edges, except those of the Exception Handling Assertions» 
edge types, pointing outwards from price(i) originally, should 
now be redirected to become output from e.price(i). 
Therefore, the value of e.price(i) should be equal to the value 
of price(i) when no exception occurs; but when an exception is 
raised, e.price(i) should store the replacement value, i.e. 0 or 
1, as specified depending on the exception condition occurred. 
5.1,5 Message Vector Assertions 
Fig.5-11 shows the graph representation of a general Message 
Vector Assertion. The message vector is a vector for storing 
user - s p e c i f i e d messages and to be printed on an Error Report 
File. Again more than one exception variable or condition can be 
referred in each Message Vector Assertion. Message strings for 
different exception conditions may be specified using if-then-
else structure. 
Then Fig.5-12 presents the embedded subgraph connected with the 
Message Vector Assertion. 
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e.g. exception.x(i) 
Exception Variable ⑩ 
or Condition m ‘ (§) Message String. 
e.g. 'exception 
f ^ ^ ^ m occurred at x' 
Message Vector Assertion 
m 
f 
Message Vector _ e.g. m.x(i) 
m.x(i) = IF exception.x(i) 
THEN 'exception occurred at x，； • 
Fig. 5-11 
price(i) O 
；P1 ： L ^ M 
… p i E d 
W W "abnormal value" 
X r (i^  neg_error. € ) 
MALDATA.price(i) C ) m / 
• _ 





f t i 
e.price(i) O f . p r i c e ( i ) 〇 m.price(i) _ 
^ D 
total(i) C X D „ 
e5 y ： user-defined condition edge type 
p : pre-defined condition edge type 
D f ： fatal condition edge type 
W Ed : exception (data) edge type 
cost(i) O Er : exception (reference) edge type 
m : message vector edge type 
D : data dependency 
Fig. 5-12 f 
Array Graph with Exception 
Handling Subgraphs Embedded 
5.2 Data Dependency Interpretations 
This section focuses on describing value replacement and its 
implications based on the data dependencies. Therefore, the 
Replacement Assertion is our major concern of discussion. 
When anomalous data value is observed, it reflects that an 
exception has occurred, thus corresponding handling action should 
be carried out. During "conversion" from an array graph to its 
schedule, if an exception type of edge is encountered when 
traversing the array graph, that means there is an outlet for 
anomalous data flow. 
Recall that a user can have three choices for data value 
replacement. One may replace the value of: 
(i) the exception data variable itself (i.e. the Replaced 
Variable equals is the Exception Variable or one of the 
Exception Variables)； or 
(ii) an immediate descendant (i.e. the Replaced Variable is 
directly dependent on the Exception Variable)； or 
(iii) a remote descendant (i.e. the Replaced Variable is 
indirectly dependent on the Exception Variable)• 
The following sections present the data dependencies interpretations 
for these three cases. 
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5.2.1 Immediate Replacement 
The v a l u e of the Exception V a r i a b l e itself is replaced 
when an exception occurs (Fig.5-13) . Thus any 
s u b s e q u e n t assertions will use this replaced value for 
evaluations, 
* 
e ** . 
• T 
Q Q * * Q O • : assertion 
i f 1 1 
—' ^ I 〇 : d a t a array 
^ ~ ^ “ * : occurrence of 
O 〇 exception 
** : replacement 
Fig. 5-13 value 
Immediate Repalacement 
5.2-2 Direct Dependency 
The value of a direct dependent variable to the Exception 
variable is replaced when an exception occurs (Fig.5-14). It 
means instead of calculating the target value from the Exception 
variable using the original assertion, assign the target variable 
a value directly through the Replacement Assertion when exception 
occurs. in other words, the role of that assertion has been 
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'substituted' by the Replacement Assertion in case of exception. 
From the procedural point of view, it implies that after handling 
the erroneous data in the handler, control returns to the point 
after the original equation that evaluates the Replaced Variable, 
i.e. that equation can be by-passed. 
* * 
^ 》 I — I : assertion 
\ 〇 : d a t a array 
f f 
3 • • A * * / • : occurrerice of 
w exception 
Fig. 5-14 ** '. replacement 
“ X v a l u e 
Value Replacement of W 
Direct Dependent Varialbe © 
5.2,3 Indirect Dependency 
A variable which is indirectly dependent on an Exception Variable 
is called the remote descendant. If its value is replaced when 
exception occurred in the Exception Variable, then any interim 
variables may also be affected (Fig.5-15). Thus we need to find 
out those assertions, which define these interim variables, being 
affected and handle them as well. For example, to replace a 
remote descendant of the Exception Variable a(i), v(i): 
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/* Assertions with dependencies among data variables */ 
/* el */ t(i) = a(i) * b(i)r 
/* e2 */ u(i) = c(i) / t(i)； 
/* e3 */ v(i) 二 u(i) + d(i) - f(i); 
/* exception vector assertion */ 
/* e4 */ e.v(i) = IF a(i) 二 0 
THEN -1； 
T T \ 
^ M \ 
f T 
: 丨 • ： assertion 
^ ^ / O ：她顏y 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ / • : occurrence of 
1 1 — / 
W W / exception 
0 / 、• I / * • : replacement 
W ^ value 
Fig. 5-15 
Value Replacement of W 
Indirect Dependent Variable © 
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Fig.5-16a Array Graph Without Occurrence of an Exception 
1 I 9 I 3 I a(i) (4 〇 b(i)卜 I 1 I 2 I 
e1 
i … 
〇 t(i) 4 9 6 
12 18 18 c(i) C ) ^ 
^ „ 
Q I 小 I d(i) f 
1 I 0 I 1 1 f ( i ) 〇 H 
二 f 1 ^ 
2 3 4 v(i) # -1 
^ I - 1 1 - 1 1 -1 
1 ) e.v(i) M 3 I 4 
f 
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Fig. 5-16b Normal Data Dependency 
a(i) I 1 I 9 I 3 I b(i) I 4 I 1 I 2 
N/NI^  n/ V 
t(i) 4 I 9 6 c(i) 12 I 18 18 
\/y Y V 
u(i) | 3 I 2 3 d(i) 0 I 1 2 f(i) 1 0 1 
I I i I • I I 
v(i) 2 3 4 -1 -1 I -1 constant 
^__^__pk 
e.v(i) 2 3 4 
Fig. 5-16a has shown the array graph of the given example while 
Fig. 5-16b concentrates on the data dependencies only. The 
latter figure has shown the data dependencies formed in normal 
situations. Value of e.v(i) is copied from v(i) which is in turn 
computed through el, e2 and e3• 
Suppose an exception has occurred at i=2 (i.e. a ( 2 ) = 0 ) . 
Assertion e4 would assign a new value -1 to e.v(2) directly. The 
graph with arrays of data is shown in F i g . 5 - 17a and 
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corresponding data dependencies is shown in Fig. 5-17b. It 丄 
observed that evaluations of el, e2 and e3 can be redundant and 
should allow to be by-passed when exception occurs (compared with 
the normal case)• 
Array Graph With an Occnrrp-nce of Exception Condition 
圏 \ / l l j 
e1 
assertions 又，、 4 ：；•;;•:>  6 
( j t(i) 
that may be Y 




6 u(i) QIIEl] 
X L l I I ] d(i) C > \ 
———— ^ ^ e3 
T T T 1 f(i) O — — 
—2 [llifTI v(i) • P：；:：!!：!]—— 
—— iL .IT -1 雖:：-1 
* ： occurrence of '''•'-"•'''•'''•'•r-"'' ' 
an exception W 
_ e.v(i) [_2 _ : _ 4 




Fig. 5-17b Anomalous Data Dependency 
• 
a(i) 1 _ 3 b(i) I 4 I 1 I 2 
v/N/ nKv 
t(i) [ 4 i l l 6 C(i) 12 18 18 
u(i) I 3 [III 3 I d(i) I 0 I 1 I 2 I f(i) I 1 0 I 1 
N^?^' …. 
v(i) 2 ；ill 4 -1 -1 -1 constant 
丨 丨 丸 丨 
e.v(i) 2 4 
* * 
It was noticed that when replacing a "remote descendant" of an 
exception variable, certain consecutive evaluations may be 
ignored. This observation is important to: 
(i) reduce the possibility of activating further unexpected 
error, thus avoiding unnecessary insecure computations; 
(ii) improve the efficiency of the ultimate program. 
It is essential to identify these redundant evaluations as 
sometimes they may introduce other exceptions. For instance, in 
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the previous example, if the user-defined exception occurs (i.e. 
a(i) - 0) and the evaluations of el, e2, and e3 are carried out, 
then another exception, zero-divide error, may arise. Therefore, 
we need to find out the evaluations that can be by-passed in 
order to avoid any possible undesirable subsequence of handling 
an exception. 
5,2.4 Shared Data Variable 
However, in certain conditions, some of the assertions along the 
path between an exception variable and the target data variable 
can not be by-passed for evaluation. For example, by adding the 
following assertion to the previous specification, the array 
graph is shown in Fig.5—18a and the data dependencies are shown 
in Fig.5-18b. 
" e 5 " x(i) 二 ii(i) * w(i); 
We have introduced another data variable x(i), which is dependent 
on t(i) and w(i)• (Note that v(i) is also indirectly dependent on 
t(i)). In other words, assertions e3 and e5 share a common 
source variable t(i). This implies that assertions el are common 
to the two data flow paths from a(i) to x(i) and from a(i) to 
v(i) • 
When an exception occurs at data variable a(i), evaluations of 
assertions el may not be by-passed as before. This is because the 
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Fig. 5-18b Data Dependency 
w(i) 1 2 I 3 a(i) 1 I謹_ 3 b(i) I 4 I 1 I 2 
~J ^ 1_I I f.v.v/.'-.-.-.-.i I 
vfl 
yy T Y yy 
t(i) 4 6 C(i) 12 18 18 . 
、“、,• \V V^/ yrjr ~ 
x(i) 3 0 I 9 I U(i) [ajllllT] d(i) I 0 卜 I 2 I f(i) I 1 I 0 I 1 
"ZIIZZZZZZZ “ 
v(i) 2 ::::::: 4 -1 -1 constant 
•]/ Y V 
e.v(i) 2 举:::：4 
Such specification should be allowed as the user may consider 
certain value range is exceptional to a specific evaluation while 
it remains valid to others. This is further illustrated by 
another example (Fig.5-19), 
” e l */ payment(i) = age(i) * rate(i); 
/* e2 */ allowance(i) = payment(i) * 0.1; 
/* e3 */ final—payment(i) 二 payment(i) - allowance(i); 
/* e4 */ e.all;ance(i) 二 IF age(i) > 65 
THEN max—allowance(i) 
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0.1 ^ ^ e2 
t I. 
allowance(i) 等 
, 享 戀 max-allowance(i) 





Fig. 5-19 O final-payme门t(i) 
The above example shows that when the age of a client is greater 
than 65, he automatically has a maximum allowance amount instead 
of using assertion e2 to calculate the value of his allowance. 
Age(i) is the exception variable and e.allowance(i) is the target 
variable of the exception handling assertion e4• 
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There are now two paths from age(i) to fina1—payment(i) 
containing assertions of el, e2, e4, e3 and el, e3 respectively, 
of which el and e3 are common. The assertions between age (i) 
and allowance(i) include el and e2. When the condition age(i) > 
65 is true, evaluation of el and e2 should be considered ignored 
because allowance will be assigned a new value by assertion e4 
directly. However, evaluation of el cannot be by-passed since 
final_payment(i) is obtained from payment(i) , and this result is 
calculated using el. The user may intentionally do this and such 
circumstance should be accepted. 
A user may consider a value valid in one condition, while at the 
same time it is exceptional to another condition. Thus, the same 
data" value(s) may be described as normal or anomalous depending 
on how the user views it. 
Now our major concern is how to determine the maximum number of 
assertions which can be by-passed for particular data evaluation 
when an exception occurs. It is desirable if we can group the 
re levant assertions together and by-pass them when the 
corresponding exception occurs. Then we need to study if such 
method of grouping will affect the schedule produced； We also 
need to investigate if there are problems in doing so and the 
solutions to tackle them if any of them exist. Details have been 
discussed in the following Chapters. 
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CHAPTER 6 
SCHEDULING FOR EXCEPTION HANDLING 
A scheduler is a process responsible for the ordering of 
evaluating assertions in a schedule. We refer data entities, 
such as files and records, and assertions as program entities. 
Whereas in a procedural program there are program events such as 
I/O activities and computations. The events in a generated 
program should correspond to the entities in the specification. 
For instance, a file entity corresponds to opening or closing a 
file [Lu 84] • The order of events are determined by the 
scheduler and being indicated in a schedule. 
For exception handling, the scheduler must make the following 
decisions: 
(1) The exception raise event - When an exception is detected, 
the handler is called to handle the condition. An exception 
raise event as defined by us is responsible to signal the 
occurrence of exception and tell the handler to take action. As 
a consequence, the normal flow of control will be altered. Thus 
it is to be placed in the schedule at the position where an 
exception should be detected and raised. If this event is 
encountered, it means a handling action is required at that 
point before executing next assertion. Then something in the 
handler will be done prior to resume normal execution or to 
terminate the whole process. 
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(2) The handling event - This event corresponds to a handler 
which perform the action of values replacement. It indicates the 
associated Replacement Assertion when an exception is issued. In 
other words, it responses to an exception raise event. 
(3) Next Assertion Event - It indicates the return point for 
resuming normal execution. Actually, no specific event statement 
is required to be added to the schedule since it is equal to the 
next assertion to be executed in the schedule after an exception 
is handled (this may involve by—passing some redundant 
evaluations)； Thus this event is implied, otherwise, further 
computations is terminated by exiting the program. 
We shall see later how the above information can be derived 
based on the data dependencies in an array graph with embedded 
exception handling subgraphs. And the corresponding entities to 
these events will also be discussed. 
This chapter has presented the overall strategy of scheduling 
exception handling events. First of all, a backward path tracing 
method is proposed for determining the number of interim 
assertions that can be by-passed for a particular value 
replacement action. We call this scope of by-passable assertions 
resulted from exception value replacement an exception grain. 
Afterwards, a "constrained" topological sorting algorithm which 
includes scheduling of the exception handling events as well as 
by-passing the exception grains is described• To distinguish it 
from the original scheduling algorithm, we call the modified 
process as grain scheduling. 
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6.1 Backward Path Tracing 
This algorithm is to determine the maximum number of assertions 
that would not be evaluated when an exception has occurred. 
Our objective is to discover a path between the exception 
variables (initial nodes) and the replaced variable (goal node) 
along which the assertions may be by-passed. This process is 
required because it is observed that when the value of a direct 
or indirect dependent variable is replaced, there exists certain 
interim assertions that may be redundant as explained in section 
5.2. This section presents the method to determine the by-
passable assertions. 
6.1.1 Forward Versus Backward Tracing 
For instance, the exception variables a(i) and b(i) are the 
initial nodes, while the replaced variable d(i) is the goal node. 
Fig.6-1 shows the array graph of the following assertions. 
/*el" c(i) = a(i) * b(i)； 
/*e2*/ d(i) = c(i); 
/*e3*/ e.d(i) = IF b(i) = 0 
THEN 0 ; 
/*e4" x(i) = c(i) • 2; 
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Based on the data dependency relationship through forward 
tracing, it will not be difficult to find out the assertions that 
lie between the exception variables and the replaced variables 
(e.g. el and e2) . However, it is not necessary that all these 
assertions can be by-passed since the interim variables (e.g. 
c(i)) may have other dependent offsprings (e.g. x(i)), in other 
words, a "branch" of data flow is observed (i.e. outdegree of a 
data node is greater than one) • We need to isolate only those 
assertions that can be by-passed (i.e. e 2 ) . 
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The characteristics of the nodes on an array graph is that: (1) 
The source and target variables of each assertion is n : 1 
related. In other words, each assertion can only define one 
target variable, thus the indegree every data node is always one. 
(2) The outdegree of a data node may be greater than one since it 
can be referenced by several assertions (Fig.6-2a). 
i 
1 
Assertion Data 。 
Node L _ _ J Node , ,八 
A f A 
f • — 
source : target 二 n : 1 indegree : outdegree 二 1: n 
Fig. 6-2 
It is observed that the by-passable assertions has a common 
characteristic of having all its source variables have an 
outdegree of one only (Fig.6-2b). Furthermore, Fig.6-3 has shown 
the by-passable assertions in two cases. Issues of not by-
passable assertions have been discussed in section 5.2. 
There are two directions to proceed the tracing on the array 
graph: (i) Forward - from the start data nodes; (ii) Backward — 
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d ( i ) 〇 • • d ( i ) 〇 • • 
Fig. 6-4 
in forward tracing, we start tracing from each of the Exception 
variables. The descendants of the exception variables may 
contain several paths in which only one of them include our goal, 
the Replaced Variable. When this path that flows to the Replaced 
variable is identified, we need to determine which assertions 
along this path has "branch" of data flow and is not allowed to 
be by-passed. Then the remaining portion of the path leading to 
the replaced variable which contains no more extra branch is 
allowed to be skipped. See Fig.6-5a. 
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f i T i T f 
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； eg i ：丨：Assertions to be by-passed 
； * : Exception Variable 
• * : Replaced Variable 
f 
j ( i ) 〇 • • 
Fig. 6-5a Forward Tracing Strategy 
Disadvantages of the forward tracing method includes: (i) There 
can be many paths leading to different descendants, however, only 
one of these paths may reach to the Replaced Variable. Therefore, 
it wastes a lot of effort in searching, (ii) It is difficult to 
determine which branch of data flow is the last one, that means, 
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it is hard to find out that every data nodes on the remaining 
portion of the path has an outdegree of one only, (iii) There may 
exist other redundant evaluations which is independent of the 
Exception Variables, in other words, these interim assertions 
cannot be discovered using this method. 
In backward tracing, we set off from the Replaced Variable. This 
time our goal is the Exception Variables. We can traverse 
backwards through all input edges to an encountered assertion and 
mark it as a by-passable assertion, until a "branch" of data flow 
is found at a data node, or until an exception variable, or a 
source file data node or a constant is reached. And these are 
the assertions we intend to ignore when the associated exception 
has occurred. 
The major advantage of the backward tracing method is that all 
paths traversed must contain assertions that leads to evaluation 
of the Replaced Variable. 
Hence, as a summary, the motivation of proposing a backward 
tracing method is that we want to find out the greatest number of 
assertions able to be by-passed. This strategy is considered to 
be more efficient since irrelevant paths of the Replaced Variable 
will not be traversed. Through backward tracing, a subgraph can 
be identified easily. However, using the forward tracing method, 
only one portion of the path connecting the exception variable 
and replaced variable can be determined. Hence a backward 
tracing strategy is adopted. 
Ill 
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Fig. 6-5b Backward Tracing Strategy 
The meaning of this subgraph identified is important, it shows 
the interim computations required to be evaluated in order to 
conclude a value for the Replaced Variable. Therefore, if we 
assign a value to this Replaced Variable directly, it implies 
that those intermediate evaluations becomes r e d u n d a n t . 
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The overall backward path tracing strategy is as follows: 
FOR i = 1 TO n DO 
mark assertions; 
Where n equals the number of paths to be traced. 
6.1.2 Assertion-Marking Strategy 
Our proposed method starts from a target node, the value of which 
is to be replace in case of exception, (e.g. x(i) of e.x(i) ) and 
trace backwards along the input data flow path, then marks the 
edges traversed with a new attribute, the associated assertion 
number. For each exception vector assertion specified, perforin 
the backward tracing analysis to determine the exception scope. 
Stop marking assertions when one of the following three criteria 
is satisfied. 
Note that there are three constraints to determine the 
termination of a path. 
(i) outdegree of a data node (existence of "branch" of data 
flow) is greater than one (except any exception handling 
type of edges)； 
x(丨)O 




(ii) a data node is the exception variable. 
(iii) a source node is encountered (this data node may be a 
field or a record of a source file or just a constant) 
The strategy to determine the sub-tree of assertions, which 
represents the assertions not to be evaluated in case of an 
exception E has occurred, is briefly described as follows. For 
more information, please refer to Appendix 1. 
This process should be called repeatedly until all exception 
grains associated with the corresponding replaced variables in an 
array graph have been identified. 
First of all, We start tracing backwards from the replaced 
variable node through its input edge: 
IF node type = assertion /• normal assertion node */ 
THEN mark this node 
and trace along its input edges; 
ELSE 
IF node type = exception assertion 
THEN mark this node 
and trace through the Ed or Edr edge type only,* 
/* since Er edge type of the interim assertions may be 
dependent on data nodes preceding the occurrence of the 
exception variables and that will be error */ 
ELSE /* data node types */ 
IF node type = exception variable or replacement variable 
THEN terminate tracing backwards on this path; 
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ELSE 
IF node type = source node 
(e.g.a field, record or constant) 
THEN terminate tracing backwards on this path; 
ELSE 
IF node type = replaced variable itself OR 
the node has been traversed /* i.e.there is a cycle 
THEN terminate tracing backwards on this path; 
ELSE /* normal data node */ 
IF outdegree of node 二 1 
THEN continue tracing backwards along this path; 
ELSE 
IF outdegree - no. of emerging Er, U, P, F and 
M type of edges = 1 
THEN terminate tracing backwards on this path; 
ELSE 
IF (the associated replacement assertion of all 
current emerging Er and U type of edges have 
appeared in Exception Scope Table) or 
(there is no Er and U type of edges) 
THEN record the user-defined Exception Condition 
Assertion node number connected with U type 
of edge in Exception Scope Table if any; 
ELSE record this node number in Exception Scope 
Table as input variable to the exception 
grain; 
terminate tracing backwards on this path. 
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At the end of a marking tracing, a sub-tree of assertions (for 
example, Fig. 6-7) is marked -in the array graph. This is the 
scope in which subsequence computations conclude a value for the 
target variable. However, this scope may contains no assertion 
in case the value of an exception variable is immediately 
replaced. 
f f 
9 9 1 
I 
寺 
I I 〇 ： d a t a node 
Q Q : assertion node 
I 
f Fig. 6-7 A Subtree of Assertions 
6.2 Grain Scheduling 
The exception subtree marked by the Backward Path Tracing 
Algorithm in section 6.1 can be regarded as a single node (grain) 
in the array graph (Fig.6-8). It is a list of assertions marked 
for concluding a replaced node. 
We can view each "grain" as a compound assertion node. It is 
analogous to a "black box" in concluding the value of a data 
variable. Normal and anomalous data flow is detected and handled 
within the black box (Fig.6-9). 
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On the other hand, just like other assertion nodes, there can be 
multiple input edges from - source data nodes (the exception 
variables) to this grain and there is only one output edge 
pointing outwards (to an image variable). 
Each grain has packaged in it lists of computations that can be 
skipped when corresponding exception occurs. Thus during 
scheduling, it is desirable to group computations within a grain 
together on the schedule for the convenience of handling them 
when anomalous data flow is detected. (So far we have assumed 
that all assertions lie within the same iteration range, we shall 
see in chapter 7 that there are still further constraints in 
limiting the size of an exception grain.) 
With regard to scheduling, a grain can be treated as an assertion 
node itself. Therefore, by topological sort, a grain in an array 
graph can be scheduled as other assertions. Then within each 
grain, a lower-level topological sort is again required to 
determine the evaluation order within the grain. Fig.6—10a shows 
an array graph with identified exception grain. Then Fig.6-11 
presents the corresponding schedule. 
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Fig.6-lOb Order of Events Corresponding to the Array Graph shown 
in the previous figure to illustrate an exception grain 
Entities on 
Array Graph Remarks 
a(i) Exception Variable 
el Assertion el 
b(i) Target of el 
e2 
d(i) Target of e2 
+ e-raise:e7 Exception raise event - associated 
Altered with Replacement Assertion e7 
Flow of e3 (start of exception grain) 
Control f (i) (f(i) must precedes j(i)) 
When e4 
Excep- g(i) (g(i) must precedes j(i)) 
tion e6 (end of exception grain) 
Occurs j(i) target of e6 Replaced Variable 
+——> e7 Handling event 
e.j(i) Target of e7 Replacement Variable 
• Next assertion 
• 
Note that when exception occurs (e—raise event will call the 
handler), evaluations corresponding to the exception grain has 
been by-passed. And the sequence of events within the grain is 
also sorted according to their precedence relationship• 
Moreover, the next assertion event should always follow the 
target of handling event indicating that is the point of return 
of control. 
6.2,1 New Constraints 
Since extra constraints have been introduced in scheduling, and 
there is regrouping of computations within grains, new precedence 
relationships among independent events are identified. As a 
result, extra constraints make the choice of schedule more 
determinant. 
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According to the original scheduling algorithm, by topological 
sort, more than one schedule may be possible for a given 
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The original possible schedules for such an array graph are many, 
A schedule may be accepted if only if it has satisfied all 
precedence constraints among data variables. For example, the 
set of precedence constraints in the previous example includes: 
{el-〉e2, el_>e4, e2_>e3, e4->e5, e3->e6, e5_>e6, e6->e7, e7->e8} 
"el_>e2" means that assertion el should precede the evaluation of 
assertion e2. The possible sequences of assertions for 
execution with respect to the array graph in Fig.6-11 are shown 
as follows in an order from left to right: 
Possible . 
Schedule Execution Sequences of Assertions 
1 el - e2 - e3 - e4 - e5 - e6 - e7 - e8 
2 el - e2 - e4 - e3 - e5 - e6 - e7 - e8 
3 el - e2 - e4 - e5 - e3 - e6 - e7 - e8 
4 el - e4 - e5 - e2 - e3 - e6 - e7 - e8 
5 el - e4 - e2 - e5 - e3 - e6 - e7 - e8 
6 el - e4 - e2 - e3 - e5 - e6 - e7 - e8 
Since there is no precedence relation between {e2, e3} and {e4, 
e5}, there are six possible schedules for the array graph. The 
resultant schedule may be one of them. 
After adding the exception handling subgraph as already shown in 
Fig.6-11, the value of a remote descendent should be replaced 
when exception occurs. By using the backward tracing algorithm, 
an exception scope (or grain) is identified. 
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Let G denotes the set of assertions enclosed in the exception 
grain. 
G 二 {e2, e3, e5, e6, e7, e8} 
Then by scheduling the exception scope as a "grain" unit, that 
means computations within the scope are grouped together and 
being by-passed when the exception condition occurs, it is found 
that only half of the schedules (the 4th, 5th and 6th schedules) 
become the possible execution sequences of the assertions. It is 
because now e4 must take place before e2 because the latter 
assertion has to be grouped in an exception grain and e3 must be 
executed after e2. 
In other words, a new precedence constraint has been identified: 
{e4->e2} 
The number of possible schedules have been reduced compared with 
the original array graph without exception scope since additional 
contraints have been introduced because of identification of the 
exception scope -- precedence relations have been added to 
independent events outside and inside the exception scope. 
Another example is shown in Fig.6—12. Suppose the exception 
occurs at another data node defined by assertion e5. It is 
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© Fig. 6-12 
exception scope G = {e2, e3, e6, e7, e8} 
Note that e2 is situated within the exception grain while e5 
(which is connected immediately to the exception grain) is not, 
so another additional precedence constraint is derived: 
{ e 5 - > e 2 } 
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Now the possible schedules that can be derived from Fig.6-12 is 
the 4th one, i.e. "el - e4 - e5 - e2 - e3 - e6 - e7 - e8" and 
this is the only "best choice" since no other schedule satisfies 
with all the precedence constraints. 
In short, the effect of adding an exception grain is that new 
constraints of precedence may be added thus causing the the 
execution order of some originally independent events become 
significant in the new schedule. 
6.3 Delayed Exception Raise Event 
Using the backward tracing algorithm, it was noticed that an 
exception is allowed to be raised not immediately after the 
source assertion. This is only valid for user-defined exception 
type since for any pre-defined exception type, system interrupt 
should have been issued and it must be detected and handled at 
once. However, for user-defined exception, there is allowance 
for some delay in the detection of exception in case the value of 
a remote descendant is replaced. Its advantage is more 
efficient. This phenomenon is interesting and worth discussing. 
Through the graph analysis, we can find out the data flow paths 
in normal and exception situations. As illustrated in section 
5.2, there may be a path common to both normal and anomalous data 
flow. It is this common portion leads to the delay of raising 
exception. It means that there are other data flow paths 
dependent on that exception variable being left unhandled, thus 
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the consequence of that u s e r - d e f i n e d exception can be assumed not 
disastrous, otherwise, the user should handle the condition 
immediately by replacing the value of the exception variable 
itself instead of replacing a remote descendant; or he should 
consider all the unhandled consequences; or he may just choose to 
terminate the whole process. 
In conventional programming practices, a programmer is hard to 
notice such circumstances, and he needs to handle the flow of 
control carefully and program codes may need to be duplicated in 
order to obtain the desirable result. Moreover, the intricacy of 
the control flow design makes the program hard to understand and 
debug. Using our approach, through analysis of the data 
dependencies graph, any computations common to normal and 
anomalous data flow are identified and the execution sequence of 
events (including the point to raise the user-defined exception) 
can be determined accordingly in order to provide a solution of 
more efficient flow of control. 
6.4 Enhancement of Scheduling Algorithm 
In the resultant schedule, the following events are to be 
arranged consecutively as an "unit" for each exception defined: 
(i) Exception Raise Event - It corresponds to the starting of 
an exception grain or in case of the grain is "empty", i.e. 
no passable assertion, the instance before the Replacement 
Assertion Node. 
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(ii) The computations to be by-passed when the exception is 
raised - They corresponds to the assertions identified and 
ordered within the exception grain; 
(iii) Handling Event _ It corresponds to the Replacement 
Assertion. It can be scheduled at the output end of the 
exception grain. 
(iv) Next Assertion Event - It corresponds to the next assertion 
to be executed after resumption from the Handling Event. It 
should always follow the Handling Event in our schedules. 
NO other "irrelevant" assertions (those not inside the exception 
grain) are allowed to be scheduled inside this "unit", they 
should be scheduled either before or after processing the 
exception unit as a whole, depending on the p r e c e d e n c e 
relationships among data variables. The assertion following 
i雇ediately this exception unit implies the normal execution 
point to be returned to after handling that exception. 
using our approach, the relevant exception handling event will be 
scheduled automatically and any redundant evaluations when an 
exception is raised will also be by-passed. 
Furthermore, we need to set up tables such as an Exception Scope 
Table recording information of each exception grain, including 
the associated exception assertion name and the assertions with 
the g r a i n . Moreover, to facilitate scheduling, further 
information of source variables of the grain (input edges to the 
exception grain), as well as the replaced variable (output edge 
of the exception grain) is also required to be recorded. 
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For the description of the modified scheduling algorithm, please 
refer to s e c t i o n 7.4 and 7.5 for further d e t a i l s a f t e r 
considering the more complicated issues. 
6.5 Control Flow Issues 
our approach of specifying exception handling is straight forward 
and simple but it implies different control flow logic in the 
underlying schedule and so as the procedural program. Based on 
the data dependencies in a specification, the language translator 
would derive the respective control flow logic for exception 
during p r o g r a m g e n e r a t i o n . During p r o g r a m g e n e r a t i o n , 
dimensionality of a data array is merged into loop range of a 
dimension. With regards to exception handling the control flow 
logic for the 4 scenarios described in chapter 4, we now gives 
further elaboration on them describing t h e i r implications in flow 
of control. 
The four ways value replacement using the Replacement Assertion 
are shown in Table 4 together with their corresponding altered 
flow of control in the underlying program. 
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Data value Replacement Implications in Scheduling 
1) Replace the value of D Resumption: control resumes 
)an'^Exception Variable after the point at which the 
exception is raised and 
continue execution from there. 
2) Replace the value of 2) Control resumes after the 
) L immediate descendant the point fo^二⑶^二^ 
evaluation of the immediate 
descendant, i.e. the equation 
for evaluating the immediate 
descendant is by-passed. 
3) Replace the value of 3) Control resumes after the 
r ? e L t e descendant point following a number of 
a remote ue evaluations that concludes 
the remote descendant, i.e. 
the interim equations for 
evaluating the remote 
descendant have been by-passed, 
i.e., control "goes to" the 
point after by-passing a block 
of statements• 
4) Replace a descendant 4) Termination of a loop: 
) J a r i a b L of lower Control returns to a point 
Smensionality beyond the current loop. 
Table 4 
Fig.6-13 has shown a nested loop structure of a program. The 
significance of Table 4 can be illustrated by considering a 
procedural program with a nested loop structure of a program. 
For illustration purpose, the mapping of value replacement to the 
control flow implications is shown based on a simplied loop 
structure• 
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Fig. 6-13 Loop Structure of a Procedural Program 
6.5,1 Replace a Data Variable Itself 
Fig.6-14 shows that if an error occurs in the value of data x in 
the inner loop and its value is then replaced, the flow of 
control should be altered as indicated: (dark arrows represent 
the flow of normal control; and broken lines show the altered 
flow). 
normal control flow 
, altered control flow 
loop 1 
f 〉 . - , , 
loop 2 
A — / ^ — — 
Except ion 
二 。 ; X p r e s u m e Handler 
defining X 、 
々__y \ exit 
loopl: outer loop 
loop2： inner loop I Fig. 6-14 Resumption 
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6.5,2 Replace an Immediate Descendant; 
To replace an immediate descendant implies that the flow of 
control in the generated program should resume after the point 
following the evaluation of the immediate descendant. In other 
words, the equation for calculating the immediate descendant is 
by-passed. This is shown in Fig.6-15 
normal control flow 
• altered control 
loop 1 -、 
A — — > / \ 
loop 2 , 
「 〉 / 
/ Exception 
, . Y Handler assertion defining x 八 





6.5.3 Replace a Remote Descendant 
To replace the value of a remote descendant, it implies that the 
control resumes after the point following a number of interim 
evaluations that conclude a value for the remote descendant, i.e. 
after all interim equations for evaluating the remote descendant 
have been by-passed. In other words, the control should "go to" 
the point after by-passing a block of statements. 
normal control flow 
V altered control 
loop 1 , … 
4 V — — > / N 
loop 2 .. \J 
... ！ 
\ Exception j 
/ \ 
assertion defining x X Handler 
assertion defining y V 
assertion defining z Z \ 狄汁 \ / 




6.5.4 Replace an T丽ediate Descendant_of_I^er Dimensionality 
TO replace a descendant variable of lower dimensionality implies 
termination of a loop. The control should return to a point 
beyond the current loop. 
This is because the Replaced Variable and the Exception Variable 
have different dimensions or subscript range. Notice that one 
dimension implies a single loop, and two dimensions imply a two-
level nested loop. Suppose a user wants to replace a target 
variable that is of lower dimension. This means the inner loop 
would be terminated when an exception occurs since the target 
variable is resulted from the inner loop. The intermediate steps 
will be skipped or replaced by those defined in the exception 
handler (Figure 6-17)• 
norma! control flow 
altered control flow 
\/ 
loop 1 、\ 
/ 
I loop 2 / 






/ \t / 
------
\ t termination 
of current loop 
\/ 
Fig. 6-17 Termination of Loop 
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In a nutshell, all control logic presented in this section should 
be reflected in a schedule corresponding to the means of value 
replacement. And our grain scheduling method also takes care of 
any by-passable computations when an exception occurs which may 
often be ignored in developing control programs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
MORE COMPLICATED SCHEDULING 
In chapter 6, we have described the essentials of identification 
and scheduling of an exception grain. The scheduling problem 
becomes more complicated as we consider the following three 
issues: 
(1) Multiple Exception Handling Assertions 
(a) Conflicts among multiple Replacement Assertions: When more 
than one Replacement Assertions are specified, more than one 
exception grains may be identified. These exception grains 
may have overlapped scopes (i.e. there are common assertion 
nodes embodied by different exception grains.) Thus a 
conflict (an undesirable condition) is possible to occur in 
such cases. For example, (i) when contradictory ordering of 
events is being resulted in a schedule; or (ii) when a data 
variable to be tested later has been by-passed accidentally, 
thus causing an undefined data exception later. 
(b) Priorities in Schedulinq: When different types of Exception 
Handling Assertions are specified for the same data node, 
their priorities in scheduling must be determined in order to 
ensure a correct handling sequence. 
(2) Single Replacement Assertion 
(a) Multiple exception conditions: That means within a single 
Replacement Assertion, more than one Exception Variables have 
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been referred. Therefore, we need to consider how the size of 
the corresponding exception grain is determined and when to 
issue the exception handling events in the schedule. For 
example, 
e.x(i) = IF a(i)=l | b(i)<0 & c(i)<0 /* | = 'or，； &=,and' */ 
THEN -1; 
(b) Conditional replacement: That means within a single 
Replacement Assertion, if-then-else structure have been 
employed. We also need to consider issues as mentioned in 
(2)(a). For example, 
e.x(i) = IF a(i)=l 
then 0 /* first replacement value */ 
ELSE 
IF b(i)<0 & c(i) 
THEN -1; /* second replacement value 
Therefore, in such conditions, issues such as when exceptions 
are raised, how they are handled and where the control should 
return to after handling the exception should be carefully 
designed. 
(3) To replace a value with lower dimensionality; This implies 
that the Replaced Variable and the Exception Variable will be 
scheduled in different loop scopes. For example: 
" e l l */ e.total(i) = IF quant(i,j) < 0 
THEN 0; 
The Exception Variable quant(i,j) is two dimensional while 
the Replaced Variable e.total(i) is one dimensional and they 
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have different subscript ranges. Thus we need to consider 
the feasibility of termination of loop(s) after resuming 
control from the handler and consider also any consequence 
that may be resulted. More importantly, the major problem 
occurs during loop optimization since different loops may be 
merged. 
Therefore, with regard to the above problems, we need to find out 
how the scheduling process should be adapted in, order to deal 
with all occasions above. Results will also lead to adjustment of 
七he proposed A s s e r t i o n s - M a r k i n g Strategy mentioned in chapter 6. 
7.1 Multiple Exception Handling Assertions 
When more than one Exception Handling Assertions have been 
specified, there exists two major problems: First, for multiple 
Replacement Assertions, if there are more than one exception 
grain identified and they have overlapped scopes (i.e. co蘭on 
assertions are found in different exception grains), we need to 
consider carefully if extra exception conditions may be caused 
u n e x p e c t e d l y , e . g . u n i n i t i a l i z e d data due to by一passed 
evaluations. 
second, for various types of Exception Handling Assertions, if 
they have been associated with the same data node, their order of 
appearance must be determined in the schedule in order to ensure 
a correct sequence of execution in case an exception has 
occurred. This section has tackled and suggest solutions to 
these problems. 
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7.1.1 overlapped Scopes of E x c e p t i o n Grain 
Recall that there are three elementary constraints in determining 
the size of an exception grain through backward tracing and 
a s s e r t i o n - m a r k i n g : (1) when outdegree of normal edges of a data 
node is greater than one; (2) when an exception variable is 
encountered; or (3) when a field or record of an input file or a 
constant is encountered. For different exception grains (set of 
assertion nodes) identified, there 腕y be overlapped portion 
(common assertions)• 
Fig. 7-1 Overlapping Scopes and Patterns 
Overlapping Scopes Identified when : 
G1 n G 2 = (/) 
We have identified two basic overlapping patterns as follow : 
(i) G1 c G2 @ 
(II) G1 g 
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For the sake of demonstration purpose and convenience of 
comparison, data flow graphs with exception grains of the two 
overlapping patterns are modelled as in Fig.7-2a and Fig.7-3a. 
Moreover, it is assumed that there is no change in dimensionality 
or subscript range for all the assertions, i.e. these events are 
all enclosed in the same loop. Also, only the relevant data and 
assertion nodes on the trunk path are shown and all other input 
nodes or paths pointing to those assertions are not presented. 
An exception scope is the set of assertions to be by-passed when 
its associated exception condition has occurred. We have used a 
special table to analyze and explain the by-passed assertions in 
each exception grain. The following table corresponds to the 
information derived from Fig.7-2a: 
Exception Occurred at Branch Set of Assertions to be 
b d to By-passed 
0 1 e6 {e4,e5} 
1 0 e9 {e2,e3,e4,e5,e6,e7,e8} 
Reference: 
0: exception has NOT occurred 
1: exception has occurred 
We see that the two exception grains overlap in the way that 
they both contain common assertions e4 and e5. One of the 
exception grain is entirely enclosed in the other. Notice that 
exception is not possible to occur at both "b" and "d" in the 
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Fig. 7--3b A Schedule for the Array Graph in Fig. 7-3a 
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Note: branch of control occurs when an exception is raised. 
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Fig. 7--3b A Schedule for the Array Graph in Fig. 7-3a 
Flow of 





























Note: branch of control occurs when an exception is raised. 
Gl, G2 denote scope of exception grains. 
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The following table shows the information derived from Fig.7-3a: 
Exception Occurred at Branch Set of Assertions to be 
b d to By-passed 
0 1 e9 {e4,e5,e6,e7,e8} 
1 0 e6 {e2,e3,e4,e5} 
Reference: 
0: exception has NOT occurred 
1: exception has occurred . 
We see that the two exception grains overlap in the way that 
they both contain common assertions e4 and e5. Notice that 
exception is not possible to occur at both "b" and "d" in the 
same iteration (refer to the schedule of Fig.7—3a) 
Regarding both overlapping patterns, suppose that there is a 
branch of data flow somewhere from the specified path (i.e from 
b(i), c(i), d(i), e(i), f(i), g(i) or h(i)), then corresponding 
scopes of the two exception grain will then be reduced- It is 
worth-discussing if conflict may occur under such cases, 
Scenarios have been selected for discussion when considering both 
overlapping patterns. 
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Fig.7-4a illustrates a scenario in which the original exception 
grains G1 and G2 should overlap in the first pattern. But then 
with a branch of flow from data node "g" (that means node "g" has 
shared dependencies by more than one descendents) , the scope of 
G2 has been reduced. The following table shows the information 
derived from Fig.7-4a 
Exception Occurred at Branch Set of Assertions to be 
“ b d to By-passed -
0 1 e9 {e8} ’ 
1 0 e6 {e4,e5} 
Reference: 
0: exception has NOT occurred 
1: exception has occurred 
Notice that exception is POSSIBLE to occur at both "b" and "d" in 
the same iteration (refer to the schedule of Fig.7-4a). Under 
such circumstances, both branching of control will be in effect, 
and there should be NO conflict between the 2 means of altered 
control. (Same clause apply to other scenarios in which there 
may an edge pointing out from any of the data nodes between node 
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Fig. 7--3b A Schedule for the Array Graph in Fig. 7-3a 
Flow of 
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+ < 一 一 + e-raise:e9 Exception Raise Event ii 
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Note: branch of control occurs when an exception is raised. 
Gl, G2 denote scope of exception grains. 
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According to our analysis, with regard to the first overlapping 
pattern, assuming shared data dependencies occur at different 
data nodes along the path between the exception variable and the 
replaced variable, there should be no conflict occurred caused by 
the reduced scopes of either Gl or G2• 
However, in the second overlapping pattern as already shown in 
Fig.7-3a, conflict should be present in certain scenarios such as 
that in Fig.7-5a. 
suppose there is a branch of data flow from the data node "g". 
The scope of the exception grain G2 will be reduced owing to the 
constraints of the backward tracing strategy. If exception has 
occurred at "b", then "d" will be by-passed for evaluation. Thus 
when e-raise statement is issued later for checking exception 
value at "d", the variable •丨 d" becomes undefined. As a 
consequence, this causes another exception condition* 
To settle this problem and avoid resulting in uninitialized data 
variable ”d" which should be checked for exception later, we need 
to retain those evaluations which lead to defining the value of 
"d". In other words, during the backward tracing process, if an 
exception type of edge, Er, is encountered (that means the 
connected source data node is an exception variable), then it 
must be checked for the possibility of conflict (that means when 
an exception variable is encountered but its e-raise statement 
has not been by—passed in the current exception grain) . If its 
e-raise statement is issued beyond the exception grain, this 
exception variable cannot be by-passed, as a result, 
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Fig.7-5b A Schedule for the Array Graph in Fig.7-5a 
Flow of 

















+<——+ e-raise:e9 Exception Raise Event ii 
VALUE OF "d" UNDEFINED ！！ 
e8 ——+ G2 
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Note: If Exception Raise Event i has been issued, evaluations of 
data variables including "d" will have been by-passed. 
Therefore, an unexpected exception condition, undefined 
value of data variable "d", may occur at the time when 
Exception Raise Event ii is being executed since it detects 
for and raises exception occurred at "d". 
branch of control occurs when an exception is raised. 
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Fig. 7--3b A Schedule for the Array Graph in Fig. 7-3a 
Flow of 
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+ e-raise:e9 Exception Raise Event ii 
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condition. 
branch of control occurs when an exception is raised. 
Gl, G2 denote scope of exception grains 
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stop backward tracing on that path. For the scenario illustrated 
in Fig.7-5a, the scope of G1 can be reduced such that the 
evaluation of data "d" is retained, and t h e r e f o r e , the 
uninitialized exception can be avoided. Fig. 7-6a has shown the 
ultimate scopes of the exception grains G1 and G2. 
There is still another case that conflict in the scopes of 
exception grains may occur, the graph is shown in Fig*7—7. The 
Exception Variable, b(i), of an exception grain G1 has been 
contained and by-passed in another exception grain G2, however, 
the exception variable of the exception grain G2, f(i), is also 
contained in the scope of G1. 
a(i)華 舉 b(i) 
e1 e3 
G2 1 * f / 
b(i) O . ^ p f ( i ) / 
/ 一 / 
G1\ e2 h /i ‘.I \ 1 ; i , I ： 
•^(i) 」 p g ( i ) / 
\ %_t \ e5 / 
\ I 




e.h(i) Q * : Exception occurs at b(i) 
f * * : Replace Value of h(i) # : Exception 2 occurs at f(i) 
G 1 = { e 3 , e 4 , e 2 , e 5 } e7 # # : Replace Value of j(i) 
G2 = {el, e2, e4, e5, e6, e7} • 
j ( i ) 『 # 
e8 
T 
1 SI • 
e. j ( i )〇 Fig. 7-7 
A schedule cannot be derived from this example because there is 
conflict in the precedence relationship: 
According to the exception grain G1 only, the events execution 
sequence can be scheduled as : el->e3->e4->e2->e5->e6~>e7->e8• 
The underlined assertions are able to be by-passed when exception 
occurs and the events of e2 and e3->e4 are independent, thus 
their order can also be e2_>e3—〉e4 or e3->e2->e4 provided that e3 
always precedes e4• Note that el must precedes e3 since the 
latter assertion is situated within the exception grain. 
With respect to the exception grain G2 only, its event execution 
sequence can be: e3->el->e2->e4->e5->e6 - > e 7 ~ > e 8 • Again the 
underlined assertions are allowed to be by-passed when exception 
occurs• The events of el->e2 and e4 are independent, so their 
order can be el->e4-->e2 or e4->el->e2 provided that el always 
precedes e2. Note that in this case, e3 must precedes el since 
the latter assertion is situated within the exception grain. 
As a result, in reaching for an overall schedule, we find that 
the p r e c e d e n c e constraints el->e3 and e3->el c o n t r a d i c t , 
in other words, it is not possible to form a schedule for both of 
this exception grains. 
We can detect such condition by setting up an Exception Scope 
Table which stores the by-passed assertions. Then they will be 
check for the possibility of having contradict precedence 
constraints. If so, the solution to solve the conflict is to 
reduce one of the exception scopes such that one of the 
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associated exception variables can be detected first (Fig.7-8). 
Suppose the scope of Gl is reduced to Gl‘. Now the conflict has 
been relieved since it now shows that e3 must always being 
executed before el (e3->el). And this is agreed by the precedence 
relationship of both exception grains Gl‘ and G2. Thus the 
problem is solved. Nevertheless, in such circumstances, warning 
message is necessary to inform user about the existence of 
insecure/redundant evaluations. 
a ( i )拳 Q b(i) 
e1 e3 
G2 ， • # F 
b(i) q # p f ( i ) 
\ .-^-： ……….,， • I — ‘ — I . : 
\ G1\ e2 \ , 7 e4 
、 ^ 
\c(i) Q V p g ( i ) / 
e5 
h ( i ) 〇 f 
e6 
X 
e h(i) • : Exception occurs at b(i) 
w • • : Replace Value of h(i) 
• # : Exception 2 occurs at f(i) 




G l ' = { e 4 , e 2 , e 5 } t F i n 7 
G2 = {el, e2, e4, e5, e6, e7} e.Ki)〇 广丨 
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7•1•2 Priorities in Scheduling 
In scheduling an array graph, different types of Exception 
Handling Assertions may be encountered. If the following types 
of assertions are specified at the same data node, they should 
have different priorities in being scheduled provided that their 
precedence constraints have been satisfied: 
Priority Assertion Types 
1 Pre—defined Condition Assertion (Implicit) 
2 User—defined Condition Assertion 
3 Replacement Assertion 
4 Message Vector Assertion 
5 Fatal Condition Assertion 
6 Ordinary Assertion 
The reason for deriving this order is that, for exception 
handling, when a pre-defined condition is detected, we should 
take action as soon as possible to handle the program 
interruption. Whereas for user-defined exception types, 
occasionally delay detection of the exception occurrence can be 
tolerated. Both of these condition must be detected before the 
handling actions can be executed, so it should be scheduled 
before the Replacement Assertion. 
Afterwards, the Message Vector Assertion is scheduled to produced 
warning message to the user to inform him that something abnormal 
has occurred. If the exception condition is fatal, the program 
should then stop at that point, otherwise, normal execution 
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should proceed and continue the flow of control. The Message 
Vector Assertion has higher -priority of being scheduled before 
the Fatal Condition Assertion because this allow user to record 
error messages before the system shut down. 
The subgraph of each exception handling assertion has its own 
edge type. Thus during scheduling, if a data node has more than 
one exception edges connected to it, then the path chosen to be 
traversed first depends on the above priority. Refer to Fig.7—9b 
on the next page for illustration (which has been constructed in 
section 5.1 and has already been shown in Fig, 5-12) . The 
original assertion and its corresponding schedule is shown here: 
/* the original assertion */ f 
/*e5*/ cost(i) = price(i)*total(i) O 
total(i) C L ^ 
The corresponding schedule is as follows: , 
Events Remarks e5 
price(i) source of e5 靜 
e5 original assertion cost(i) Q 
. , • 、 . X. j= t- Fig. 7-9a 
cost(i) target of e5 ^ 
: Array Graph of e5 y 
Now the following assertions have been added and the modified 
schedule is shown in the following page. 
"User-Defined Exception Condition Assertion*/ 
/*e6*/ %neg_error•price(i)=price(i)<0; 




/*e7*/ e.price(i)=IF %neg—error•price(i); 
THEN 0 — 
ELSE 
IF MALDATA.price(I) ‘ 
THEN 1； 
/•Message Vector Assertion*/ 
/•el4*/ m.price(i)=IF %neg_error.price(i) 
THEN "abnormal value"; 
i 
price(i) 歐 
； p1 i e6 
p ： Ed u 
^ • "abnormal value" 
MALDATA.price(i) ( 4 J ^ e g _ e r r o r . O 
p I f ^ ^ ^ r i c e O ) m / 
1 . . . I . .. > Z , A 
I? I 
^ e13 e14 
I I 
Ed 丨 f m 
I f f 
e.price(i) • f.price(i) O m.price(i) 〇 
total(i) C l n D 
• 今 
e5 
u : user-defined condition edge type 
p : pre-defined condition edge type 
f : fatal condition edge type 
W Ed : exception (data) edge type 
cost(i) Q Er : exception (reference) edge type 
m : message vector edge type 
“ D : data dependency 
Fig. 7-9b f 
Array Graph with Exception 
Handling Subgraphs Embedded 
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An Event Execution Sequence for Fig.7-9b 
Events Remarks 
• 一 ^ — " — • — 
price(i) Exception Variable 
pi implicit pre-defined assertion 
MALDATA•price(i) pre-defined condition 
+ < 一 一 p-raise:e7 branch to e7 in case of 
pre-defined condition 
user-defined condition assertion 
neg error.price(i) user—defined exception condition 
— < 一 一 e-raise:e7 branch to e7 in case of 
user-defined condition 
> e7 Replacement Assertion 
e.price(i) Replacement Variable 
ei4 Message Vector Assertion 
in• price(i) Message Vector 
ei3 Fatal Condition Assertion 
f.price(i) Fatal Condition 
e5 Next Assertion 
cost(i) Target of e5 
• 
N o t e : — — > altered control when exception occurs 
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interpretations of the schedule will be briefly explained here. 
If the pre-defined exception an unexpected data type is found in 
price(i), then the pre-defined exception will be raised 
i麗ediately and assertion e7 which is the associated handling 
event will perform value replacement. If pre-defined exception 
is not detected then user-defined exception will be checked. 
If price(i) gets a normal value, then the following exception 
handling assertions will not be fired. And then assertion e5 
should be executed and normal flow of control is resumed. 
However, if price(i) gets a negative value, this is a data range 
error, the user-defined exception will be raised and e7 should 
replace the value of price. Then the message vector will store 
the error message since the user-defined exception has been 
detected. Since this user-defined exception condition is 
specified as fatal, thus program should terminate subsequently 
and stopping any further evaluations. 
Based on these inforraation provided in the schedule, the future 
scope of research should try to map these events to a Practical 
procedural language. 
7,2 Single Replacement Assertion 
7.2.1 Multiple Exception Conditions 
Multiple exception conditions are allowed in the Replacement 
Assertion. Examples 7-1 and 7-2 are used for illustration. The 
former example contains only user-defined exception conditions. 
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彻 latter example is the same as the former one except that pre-
defined exception condition are also specified. Array graphs of 
the e細 p i e s with exception grains identified are shown in Fig.7_ 
10 and Fig.7-11 respectively. Then their corresponding schedules 
are given afterwards. 
F.vample 7-1 
产 /.、yr»、 /* 二 *or，： &=，and，*/ 
e.x(i) 二 IF (a(i)二 1 ) I (b(i)<0 & c ( i ) < 0 ) / * , 
THEN -1； 
Note that : 
1) Logical operators such as AND, OR, NOT are allowed. 
2) The Replaced Variable, x(i), must be dependent on all the 
Exception Variables, i.e. a(i), b(i) and c(i), otherwise, it 
is considered as an error. 
3) oata dependencies .ay exist among the Exception Variables, for 
instance, in Example 7-1, c(i) is dependent on a(i). 
4) According to our proposed Backward t r a c i n g / A s s e r t i o n - 贴 血 n g 
method, a criterion for termination of 赃king assertions on a 
p a r t i c u l a r p a t h is t h a t w h e n a n E x c e p t i o n V a r i a b l e s i s 
encountered, therefore, the exception grain in Fig. 7-10 
includes only e2 and e3 of which the source variable nodes are 
b(i) and c(i) respectively. 
pre-defined exception condition is allowed in compound conditions 
provided that no AND operation is concatenated with it directly. 
T^vample 7-2 
二 二 f i 二 user-defined exceptions 
e = IF l0VERFL0W.x(i)j 丨（a(i)二D 1 (b(i)<0 & c(i)<0) 
THEN -1； 
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a(i) • b(i) • 
# ^ 
人 [ 力 
e1 i e2 i 
f—©cO)丨 d(i) p ； 
「 辨 丨 
e3 
Fig. 7 - 1 0 0 e.x(i) 
A schedule of Events for Example 7-1 




M i ) (a'b'c) . 




、 二 丄 1 ) handling event 
e.x(i) 
V ： 
Note: branch of c o n t r o l occurs when an exception is raised. 
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a(i) • b(i) • 
© . _ © 
I ["'jT I 
e1 丨 e2 i 
V•丨 + i 




^ l i i i m l OVERFLOW.x(i) 
! 
Fig. 7-11 ©e.x(i) 
A schedule of Events for Example 7-2 
cintro! schedule Remarks 








p^riise:e4 pre-defined exception raise event 
二:〉 handling event 
e.x(i) 
V : 
Note: branch of control occurs when an exception is raised. 
Notice that in the schedule for Example 7-2, there are two raise 
statements, one for the pre-defined exception since it must be 
instantly detected and system interrupt should be r a i s e d 
i蘭ediately (thus there requires a p-raise statement for every 
pre-defined exception condition specified); While another e-
raise statement for user-defined exception conditions which 
should be raised after all the user-defined exception conditions 
have been satisfied. 
7.2.2 c o n d i t i o n a l R e p l a c e m e n t 
；^ n if-then-else structure may be used in the R e p l a c e m e n t 
Assertion to specify .ore than one value for replacement under 
different c o n d i t i o n s . Thus user may specify e x c e p t i o n s 
conditions in the way as shown in Example 7-3. Then we need to 
aeter.ine how corresponding raise statements should be added to 
the schedule. 
T^vample 7-3 
o Wi、二 IF (OVERFLOW. x(i) ) 1 (a(i) 二 
( ) then 0 first replacement value 
ELSE … 、 
i U ' - i r ' •二二 replacement value “ 
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The resultant array graph is similar to that of Example 7-2 
(Fig.7-11) except that there are two possible replacement values 
(data nodes 0 and -1) for the handler. Hence, the difference 
between the Replacement Assertions in Examples 7-2 and 7-3 are 
that the latter has more than one replacement value (which should 
not be reflected in a schedule). As a result, the schedule of 
Example 7-3 should be the same as that of Example 7-2. 
7.3 Loop Optimization 
Every variable in the specification is considered an array of 
certain dimensions, e.g. x(i,j,k). The number of elements in an 
array variable is determined by the ^im^n^i^l^Ut^ of the array 
and the size ( r ^ ) of each of the array dimensions. Iteration 
control statements for defining every ele^nent in the arrays can 
be generated based on the range information. Also, each assertion 
will have its subscript range obtained from range propagation 
such that every instance of the assertion defines one single data 
element. As a consequence, the ranges of the assertion's 
subscript restrict the number of instances of an assertion, which 
in turn defines the number of times that the assertion will be 
executed [Lu 84]. 
For instance, dimension of x(i,j,k) equals three, and suppose 
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range of the subscripts i二2, j=5, k=10. For an assertion E 
evaluating x(i,j,k) such that each of its element equals y(i,j,k) 
plus z(i,j,k), it should be scheduled in a three-level nested 
loops with number of iterations for each level equals two, five 
and ten respectively (Fig.7-12) such that all data elements of x 
can be evaluated. 
” E */ x(i,j,k) 二 y(i,j,k) + 
scope of loop I . 二 2 (no. of iterations) 
• j 二5 
• k = 10 
E /* equation for 
manipulating x(i，j，k) * / 
Y flow of control 
Fig. 7-12 
D a t ^ A r r ^ 
dimensionality < - " > nesting level of loops 
subscript range < — > no. of iterations of a loop 
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our proposed notation allow a user to specify replacing the value 
of a variable itself, its immediate descendant or its remote 
descendant when a user-defined exception occurs. However, 
particularly for the last two cases, if the assertions on the 
path between the exception variable and the replaced variable 
involves different dimensiona11tv or subscript ranges, the 
implication is that in the schedule generated, the by-passed flow 
of control may happen across the boundaries of different 
iteration scopes when an exception occurs. 
In chapter 6, we have proposed a grain-scheduling strategy, that 
is we can treat each exception grain as a single assertion node 
during scheduling. But issues about changes in dimensionality 
and subscript ranges have not been considered yet, thus problems 
may arise when loops are merged for the reason of efficiency. 
This section gives a detail discussion about this issue and an 
adjustment to the Assertion-Marking Strategy (that determines the 
scope of an exception grain) will be explained. 
From the angle of program optimization, it is preferred to have 
maximized loop scope. A major criterion for wrapping a number of 
assertions in the scope of one loop is that they all have 
subscripts of the same range. Hence it is important to identify 
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the subscripts of the same range and group them into range sets. 
Then the closure of range set will affect the merging of loop 
scope since generally a set of components which can be scheduled 
in one loop should be equal to its closure. Given an array 
graph, a component graph can be constructed where every MSCC is a 
component node. The component graph is an acyclic graph. 
Components can be merged to attain higher efficiency, thus a loop 
scope can be the union of some MSCCs. 
The closure of a set of components includes all the components 
which are reachable from any component in the set and which also 
reach any component in the set. An example has been quoted from 
[Lu 84] as shown in Fig.7-13. The components CI, C2, and C4 have 
a common dimension 工 but they cannot be merged into a single loop 
with the loop variable I. This is because the closure of the set 
of components {CI, C2, C4} includes component C3• However, C3 
does not iterate with subscript I, so it cannot be scheduled in 
the loop of I. In addition, C4 can only be scheduled after C3• As 
i 
a result, the solution is either to merge components CI and C2 or I 
C2 and C4 into the scope of a loop. 
Our problem is: the intention to schedule assertions within an 
exception grain as a single component contradicts with the 
closure of assertions since assertions in that exception grain 
may belong to different range sets. 
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^ ^ ^ \ Z Range Set 
/ X ； 
,,,義 
/ Closure Set 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ of Components 
i © ‘ / © 
、 . 
\ • \ ‘ 、、 •• 
Fig. 7-13 [Lu 1984] 
From a user's point of view, one does not Know how loops are 
being in a generated prog細，thus he should not bother 
about the altered flow of control in the procedural program 
in extreme cases, one can imagine that the flow of 
However, in extreme oa , 
control can be very intricate if loops have been 赃 g e d and data 
replacement ta.es place across several loop boundaries and s e e 
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of the intermediate events can be by-passed while some cannot. 
This may increase the possibility of introducing new errors. 
Moreover, in such circumstances, to by-pass some iterations, 
certain "clean up" steps in the handler may be necessary before 
resuming normal execution, for instances, you cannot simply by-
pass a whole loop if it contains the event of reading the input 
file since when normal execution is resumed, the pointer 
indicating the next record to be read must be positioned at the 
right entry, otherwise, wrong data will be read in after resuming 
control from the handler. Therefore, the handler should take up 
the responsibility to read in the by-passed records. 
For illustration, refer again to scenario 4 in chapter 4. The 
Replaced Variable and the Exception Variable should be placed in 
different scope of loop. Corresponding array graph and the 
scheduled events have been shown in Fig.7-14a. Using the proposed 
Assertion-Marking Strategy, 
/• Original Assertion */ 
e4 */ total(i) 二 SUM(quant(i,j),j); 
/* Replacement Assertion */ 







A t o t a l ( i ) 
“1 % , 0 
til/“ 
r i exception 
i i grain 
^ - .•.•.— 
Ed 
f 
Fig.7-14a © _ _ 
pig.7-14b Execution Events Sequences Corresponding to 
Array Graph in Figure 7-14a 
Nest . Event /^Remarks*/ 
Lvl Description 二 二 二 二 = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = 
1 ITERATION-.Range NO. l loop i times 
2 : I T E R A T I O N - . R a n g e No. 2 l o o p j times 
二 i i ) file 二 ： 工 variable */ 
+_ ^"ralse'elent:ell kaise Exception Event 
, /* assertion */ 
e4 z 
2 END ITERATION end inner loop 
total(i) target of e4 
Handling Event 
+-> ell /*Replacement Ass*/ 
. / - ! ^ target of ell 
e.total(1) Next Assertion Event 
1 END ITERATION 如d outer loop 
« 
Note: — > altered control when an exception occurs 
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Recall that data description and assertions which specify the 
structure of data entities such as file, group, record and field, 
and relationships between the data entities respectively, are 
referred as entities. In the executable program, we refer 
those I/O activities, computations, or getting data ready as 
^ . g r a m events—. These events correspond to entities in the 
specification. 
The e-raise statement in the schedule (Fig. 744a) indicates the 
point to branch out from normal flow of control if exception has 
occurred, otherwise, normal flow of control will proceed. This 
statement is added when "e" type of edges (i.e. Ed or Edr edge 
types) or beginning pf an exception grain is encountered when 
traversing the array graph. The assertion number ell (should be 
represented by an internal name automatically assigned by system, 
but for clarity, the assertion name specified by user is 
illustrated here) is the associated Replacement Assertion name. 
With the e-raise event positioned in the inner loop, we have 
assumed that the subscript range of assertion ell equals to i, 
which is the same as that of the Replaced Variable, total(i) and 
Replacement Variable e.total(i). 
once exception is raised, flow of control should be passed to the 
handler event corresponding to ell, afterwards, normal flow of 
control should be resumed at the following statement. And any 
assertions that exist between the raise statement and the 
Replacement Assertions should be allowed to be by-passed. This is 
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because any assertions in-between (in the exception grain) should 
have been grouped together, and there may be null assertions. 
However, we observed that the inner loop cannot be si瓜ply 
terminated when the exception occurs since there .ay exist other 
events in that loop which need to be iterated. Meanwhile only 
iterations of equation e4 is redundant (as identified in the 
exception grain on the array graph), additional events such as 
the r e c o r d - r e a d i n g event, however, should not be stopped, i.e. 
these events require continuous evaluation in the looping. 
A possible method to deal with this situation in the ultimate 
p.ogra. is to terminate the inner loop at once and complete the 
residue iterations in the exception handler but this can be 
complicated and inefficient because any affected logic is 
required to be duplicated in the handler, and we need to indicate 
these logic in the schedule (since the ultimate prograxn is 
generated based on the skeleton and information provided in the 
schedule)• Another possibility is to split the inner loop apart 
such that the assertion defining the Replaced Variable, i.e. 
assertion e4, is enclosed individually in a loop itself. Thus 
When exception occurs, this loop can be terminated i丽ediately 
However, this is again inefficient in both execution time and 
.e.ory usage. Also this will cause great i卿act in -difying the 
scheduling algorithm. 
TO handle exceptions, there is a trade off with the efficiency of 
the program, therefore we need to consider issues such as loop 
o p t i m i z a t i o n so that the effect can b e xuini.ized. A l s o another 
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objective is to minimize the disturbance to the existing 
scheduling algorithm. To solve the problem of optimizing loops 
between the scope of range set and scope of exception grain, 
additional constraint is suggested to be added: The number of 
assertions to be by-passed is limited such that e a c h _ e x c e p t ^ 
grain is epr^losed within one iteration scope. 
Recall that the original idea of identifying the exception grain 
is to find out any redundant evaluations and by-pass them when 
exception occurs. However, in order to guarantee an anticipative 
control structure with exception handling routines that produce 
the expected results, it is necessary to further restrict the 
scope of an exception grain. That is why we have determined to 
reduce the number of redundant assertions to be by-passed in 
order to facilitate loop optimization which affects the execution 
efficiency more. 
For illustration, please refers to Fig.7-15: 
/* elOO */ b(i,j) 二 S U M ( a ( i , j , k ) ; 
/* e200 */ c(i) = SUM(b(i,j),j); 
/* e300 d(i) 二 IF c(i) < 100 
THEN false 
ELSE true; 
/* Replacement Assertion */ 
/* e400 */ e.d(i) 二 IF a(i,j,lc) < • 
THEN false; 



















c(i) Q , e - ra i se :e400 
j / e300 
l l " — — 1 V d(i) 
i ； 、 ^ ^ e400 
e300 e.d(i) 
. . . . f . T 
false _ d ( i ) 〇 
J l ^ e300 : assertion to be by-passed -
::涯酵9印：涯: tmrn ： normal flow of control 
• • •； 
：e x c e p t i o n … „ ^ ^ ： altered flow of control 
丨 grain X 
f 
e.d(i) # 
* 广 Fia 7-15b Schedule Fig. 7-15a Array Graph 
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, offirMencv, we tolerate certain 
in short, for the sake of efficiency, 
redundancies. For instance, continuous iteration of evaluating 
assertions elOO and e200 when the u s e r - d e f i n e d exception 
condition has occurred in an entry of the variable "a" in the 
previous example has introduced redundancies. The exception is 
being raised in the outer loop. As a result, the rest elements 
of a(i,j,k) and b(i,j) can be read or evaluated as normal. 
Nevertheless, for any redundant assertions that have not been by-
passed (due to the reduced scope of the exception grain), 
warnings .ust be displayed to get the user's awareness, so that 
the user know that there are potential insecurles since data may 
flow along that path. Of course, any by-passed assertions should 
also be Shown for user's reference informing h i . the existence of 
redundancy. Thus user .ay re-exa.ine the specification to see 
if the specified Replacement Assertion replacing a remote 
aescendent such as that described in e400 is correct and in case 
an exception occurs, no further exception condition may be 
resulted. Otherwise, to handle the undesirable condition, 
addition of extra Replacement Assertion may be required, for 
, —v^。FvreDtion Variable or the direct example, to replace the Exception 
dependent when exception occurs. 
AS a sugary, in the ultimate progra. generated, the method to 
declare, raise exception and calling handler differs in various 
procedural languages. Thus these statements concerning exception 
handling in the schedule just provides the required information 
for generating corresponding events. They are independent of the 
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constructs of the ultimate program, and the mapping of these 
information into the generated codes for exception handling in a 
particular language is another phase of research in future work 
which is important and interesting. 
in order to enclose an exception grain within a loop, adjustment 
is required for the assertions-marking process which defines an 
exception grain: that is to stop backward tracing along a path 
whenever the range subscript if an assertion node is different 
from that of the Replacement Assertion. 
The a s s e r t i o n s - m a r k i n g process should therefore be performed 
after the range propagation process. As a result, we can view 
each exception grain marked as a component with a range value. 
During the scheduling process, an array graph will be reduced to 
become a component graph, each MSCC is treated as a component and 
so is the exception grain. Then when the process that determine 
the closure for each loop is performed, individual exception 
grain should be enclosed within a loop. H e n c e , with 
consideration of efficiency and minimum effects to the overall 
program skeleton, when the corresponding exception occurs, this 
exception scope can be signaled to be by-passed. 
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7.4 Modifications to the Scheduling Algorithm 
During scheduling, t h r o u g h topological sorting, assertions are 
being sequenced according to data dependencies among the 
variables which have implied a precedence relationship. However, 
some amendments are required for the scheduling algorithm in 
order to adopt our proposed exception handling m e c h a n i s m . 
Therefore, during the traversal of an array graph, when a special 
edge type or a node of exception handling assertion type, or an 
assertion that appears in an exception scope of c e r t a i n 
replacement assertion is encountered, specific action is required 
to be taken and corresponding events is required to be scheduled. 
Below are the guidelines of the new constraints required for the 
modified scheduling algorithm: 
1. IF P type of edge is traversed 
/* predefined edge type, it leads to a system predefined 
assertion node */ 
THEN schedule the implicit "P" assertion connected 
with this edge; 
" i t is the implicit language mechanism to detect the 
occurrence of predefined exception condition */ 
add a "p-raise" event to the schedule f o l l o w i n g 
immediately the "P" assertion. /* it is the point of 
interrupt to raise the predefined exception so that the 
associated handler event will then be executed */ 
2. IF U type of edge is traversed /* it leads to a U s e r - d e f i n e d 
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Exception Condition Assertion node */ 
THEN 
IF schedule the User-defined Exception Condition Assertion 
connected with this edge provided that all its 
precedence conditions have been satisfied. /* it detects 
the occurrence of a u s e r - d e f i n e d exception condition */ 
3. IF a normal assertion node which has been marked with a 
replacement node number as its attribute i.e. it is part 
of an exception scope */ 
THEN a) according to the replacement node number, read the 
list of input variables for this exception grain from 
the Exception Scope Table; Schedule all assertions 
leading to these input variables based on their 
precedence relationship first; 
b) add a "e-raise" event to the schedule after 
satisfying all input variables requirements in a). /* 
This is the point to call the u s e r - d e f i n e d handling 
event */ 
c) Read the list of assertions to be by-passed in the 
exception scope and schedule them according to the 
precedence relationship among themselves. 
4. IF (a Replacement Assertion node is traversed) AND (only 
predefined exception condition is being referenced) 
THEN schedule the Replacement Assertion event provided that 
all its precedence conditions have been satisfied. 
ELSE 
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xr (a R e p l a c e m e n t A s s e r t i o n node is traversed) AND (there is 
at least one u s e r - d e f i n e d exception condition bexng 
referenced) /* predefined exception condition may or xaay 
not be referenced */ 
THEN a) look up the E x c e p t i o n Scope T a b l e ; IF the 
exception scope contains empty set of assertions 
(i.e. no assertion is to be by-passed when exception 
occurs, it implies that the value of an exception 
variable itself has been replaced, thus e-raise event 
has not been added) , then add the "e-raise" event to 
the schedule; 
b) schedule the Replacement Assertion event provided 
that all its precedence conditions have been 
satisfied. 
5 Por all other a s s e r t i o n nodes (including Message Vector 
assertion Node and Fatal Condition Assertion Node) traversed, 
schedule the™ according to their precedence relationship 
(aeterrained by dependencies among data nodes) in the array 
graph except that they have priorities in being traversed 
first when compared to normal assertions. 
Future research should focus on implementation of the modified 
algorithms, and enhancing the M O 狐 compiler. The work would 
consist of major tasks ： 
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1. Modify the MODEL compiler to 
(a) extend the MODEL language syntax to include assertions 
for defining exception conditions and handling; 
(b) check for consistency and completeness in a specification 
including exception handling statements; 
(c) give warnings to user for those data variables that may 
be affected by the occurrence of an exception. 
2. Implement the algorithms to 
(a) construct the array graph corresponding to exception 
handling features; 
(b) analyze the modified array graph and data dependencies; 
(c) generate a schedule with exception handling mechanisms; 
Moreover, according to the sequence of program events in the 
schedule, the code generation phase can be tailored to generate 
the ultimate language with exception handling facilities. 
7.5 I m p l e m e n t a t i o n Guidelines 
The reader may skip this detailed section without affecting him 
to understand the overall concept of the specification of 
exception handling. The major guidelines to be considered in 
implementing the translation process are presented in this 
section. 
7.5.1 Syntax Checking 
7.5.1.1 Accept the definitions of e. variable _name as an 
replacement variable, %exception.variable—name as a user-defined 
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exception condition vector, f. variable _name as fatal error 
boolean vector, and m.variable_name as message vector； and accept 
predefined exception conditions names. 
7.5.1.2 Check the definitions of the exception handling 
assertions. Each Replacement Variable and other exception 
handling vectors such as user-defined exception condition, fatal 
condition and message vector assertions can have only one 
definition for each variable respectively. 
7.5.1.3 In case a predefined exception is specified, e.g. 
OVERFLOW.price(i), then that variable, price(i)' must have a 
handler (an Replacement Assertion) to handler the situation 
unless a fail condition has been defined. 
i.e. e.price(i) = IF OVERFLOW.price(i) 
THEN 0; 
or f .price(i) 二 OVERFLOW .price (i) 
7.5.1.4 No conjunctive condition ("and" statement) is allowed for 
predefined exception type based on the assumption that whenever a 
disastrous exception occurred, there must be an immediate handler 
for it. on the other hand, disjunctive condition ("or" statement) 
is allowed for predefined exception type. Examples are shown as 
follows, assertion al should not be allowed, but assertion a2 is 
accepted. 
/* al */ e.a(i) 二 IF OVERFLOW.a(i) 
& a(i) < 0 /* not allowed */ 
THEN 0; 
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/* a2 •/ e.a(i) = IF OVERFLOW.a(i) 
I a(i) < 0 " allowed " 
THEN 0； 
7.5.1.5 NO nested-if structure is allowed in the exception 
handling assertions; 
7.5.1.6 P r e - d e f i n e d condition cannot be defined in a user-
defined exception condition assertion; 
i.e %my_definition.x(i) = OVERFLOW.x(i)； /* not allowed */ 
7.5.1.7 TO define an Replacement Assertion, no subscript 
arithmetic is allowed, for example, the assertion below is not 
accepted : 
e.a(i-l) = IF a(i-1) < 0 /* not allowed */ 
THEN 0； 
7,5.1.8 The Replaced Variable must be dependents on all the 
Exception Variables, otherwise, report error message and reject 
that Exception Handling Assertion. 
7.5.2 Array Graph Construction 
7.5.2.1 connect all exception handling subgraphs correctly 
according to their format (see section 5.1)； 
,.5.2.2 Since the s p e c i f i c a t i o n is n o n - p r o c e d u r a l , thus we have 
to consider- the following two conditions: 
(a) the r e p l a c e m e n t variable is defined before the normal 
vector; 
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(b) the normal vector may have been referenced (as source 
variable) at least once,, and the replacement variable is 
defined after the definition of the first normal vector; 
7.5.2.3 set up an exception table which stores the replacement 
variables defined. 
7.5.2.4 When adding an replacement variable, mark an entry in the 
exception table. If the replacement variable already exists, i.e. 
it has been defined more than once, this is an error. 
7.5.2.5 construct an edge from variable_name to e.variable_name 
if variable_name already exists (Fig.7-16). 
e.g. p 






7.5.2.6 Label all edges of the exception handling subgraphs the 
correct edge types. For example, concerning with the Replacement 
Assertion as exception edge type, Ed, Er and Edr edges (described 
in section 5.1), lets call them "e" type edges in short, and 
stored them as an attribute of edge in the dictionary which can 
be represented by a numeric constant) indicating a subgraph 
(Fig.7-17): 
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Fig 7-17 〇 e.variable一name 
7 5 2.7 However, the definition of an replacement variable 
(e.varlaMe n a . e ) 脑 Y precede that of the nor.al vector 
(.ariaMe na.e) ； allow the subgraph to be constructed as above 
leaving the exception edge described in 7.5.2.4 unconnected. 
Whenever a data node is added to the array graph, the exception 
table xnust be looked up first, if the corresponding replacexnent 
variable has been defined, then connect the exception edge 
mentioned at once. 
7 5 2 8 After adding the above exception edge, delete all other 
dependent edges (which are actually pointers) pointing out fro. 
the normal vector, if any, then redirect them to be pointed out 
from the replacement variable. 
, 5 2 9 Whenever a new edge is added to a data node (e.g. 
.ariaMe 脚 e ) , loo. up the e x c e p t i o n table first, if there is an 
replacement variable defined, link the pointer (pointing 
outwards) fro. e . v a r i a M e . n a . e instead of 赃ia舰—脚e, EXCEPT 
that if the newly added edge type belongs to one of the exception 
tvDes ie. "u" for user-defined condition handling assertion edge types, le. u 
,...„ r^^ rrcc- "m" for message vector 
edges, "f" for fatal condition edges, m i 
‘ ^ thpn let it be connected to the original assertion edges, then let IT： oe 
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variable. While all other normal type of edges should be 
relinked to be dependent on the replacement variable. 
7.5.2.10 If a predefined vector is encountered, add an "exception 
node", P, which represents an implicit assertion that check for 
the occurrence of the predefined condition to the array graph 
autoxnatically. The node name is assigned internally by system 
automatically. The edges connecting with this node should be 
labeled as implicit edges type, the "p" type edges. 
e.g. 
variable 一 name 
0 〇 o … … p … - p : 
a ^ O pre-defined 
Er condit ion 
Ed 
T 〇 e.variable_name 
7.5-3 Array Graph Analysis 
7.5.3.1 perform range propagation and dimension propagation [Lu 
84] to check for inconsistency and incompleteness, and determine 
the range set for iteration including the exception handling 
subgraphs. 
7.5.3.2 The replacement variable must have sa^ne dimension with 
the original vector, otherwise it is an error. 
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7.5.3.3 At the end of array graph construction, check for the 
missing "e" type edges, if so, variable_name is not defined but 
e . v a r i a b l e _ n a m e exists, this is an error. 
7 . 5 . 3 . 4 Perform Backward Tracing / A s s e r t i o n Marking Strategy to 
identify any assertions not to be evaluated during occurrence of 
an exception (section 6.1). Then check for any conflicts in 
exception grain and settle the problem. Give warning messages to 
user for any redundant evaluations, by-passed or not by-passed, 
assertions, so that user can make decision upon debugging his 
specifications if he has overlooked some data dependencies. 
7.5.3.5 When tracing backwards, look for the stopping criteria 
(section 6.1) and change in dimension of subscript range. 
7.5.3.6 Exception Scope Table is set up to store information 
about the exception grains including their associated Replacement 
Assertions, the by-passable assertions, the input data nodes 
etc. . And this table is used for checking if overlapped scope 
among exception grains has occurred that contradicting precedence 
relationship. 
7,5.4 Generation of Schedule with Exception Handling Subgraph 
7 . 5 . 4 . 1 There are priorities in scheduling different type of 
exception handling assertions (see section 7.1.2). 
7.5.4.2 Check for p type or u type edges or e type 
edges/subgraphs, which imply value replacement exception handlers 
should be embedded in the control program. 
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7.5.4.3 Add Exception Raise Event and Handling Event to the 
schedule and also point out the next assertion to be executed 
after handling the exception. When "p" type edges are 
encountered (i.e. predefined exception condition has been 
defined), a p-raise event to signal occurrence of exception, are 
required to be added to the schedule. When "e" type edges are 
encountered (i.e. an exception handling subgraph should exist due 
to user defined exception condition), then e-raise event should 
be added. Each p r e - d e f i n e d condition has one p-raise event, 
while all u s e r - d e f i n e d conditions for one particular data 
variable shares one e-raise events. 
V.5.4.4 perform topological sorting viewing each exception grain 
as a component with a subscript range value. 
7.5.4.5 predefined exception conditions should always be handled 
immediately once it occurred. 
7 . 5 . 4 . 6 Any exception handling statements in a schedule should be 
clearly labeled such that later in the code generation phase, 
exception handlers can be added to the procedural program 





The ability to deal with exceptions during program execution is 
an important factor in achieving software reliability. Current 
exception handling approaches are essentially control-oriented. 
Thus the overall process of exception handling programming is 
tedious and the programs are difficult to understand. 
This thesis presents an alternate approach to exception handling. 
A data-oriented specification language is used to specify 
exception handling. Anomalous data dependencies is separated 
from normal data dependencies. Control flow logic for exception 
handling can be derived automatically from the specification. 
The major advantage of our approach is that a user has been 
relieved of the complicated control flow concerns of exception 
handling programing. Our approach is n o n - p r o c e d u r a l and probleiu-
oriented. A user o n l y needs to specify (1) exception conditions 
in terms of data c o n s t r a i n t s ; and (2) data value replacement. 
Then the corresponding program statements for exception handling 
can be generated automatically. 
in contrast to conventional programming approaches, it is easy to 
couple and decouple at the data-oriented specification level. 
Exception handling assertions may be added to an existing 
specification without any modification. 
we have investigated the graph embedding issues of the exception 
handling specification. Normal and anomalous data dependencies 
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are analyzed and represented by using array graphs and subgraphs. 
Based on the modified array graph, a schedule with exception 
handling events can be derived. The information provided by these 
scheduled events can be used for supporting later generation of 
program codes with embedded exception handling mechanisms. 
Issues concerning the scheduling algorithm are the most difficult 
and challenging part of our work. Translating a specification 
into a schedule involves major tasks such as data dependency 
graph generation, analysis and scheduling of execution events. We 
have enhanced the original scheduling algorithm [Lu 84] for 
incorporating exception handling. New components such as the 
backward path tracing and assertion marking process and the 
process of determining exception grains have been introduced. 
As a conclusion, we believe that using the d a t a - o r i e n t e d 
specification of exception handling approach: (1) reliability of 
the automatic generated software should be increased; and (2) the 
programming effort and time of users in dealing with exception 
handling should be reduced. 
8•1 Future Work 
Due to time constraint, the proposed notation is yet to be 
implemented. This will be one of the major task for future 
development. Some of the issues deserve for more detailed 
considerations, such as loop optimization with exception handling 
events and the automatic mechanism to warn user for occurrence of 
.exceptions and existence of any possible insecurities. Moreover, 
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in this project, we have concentrated on the issues of value 
replacement, actually, arithmetic expressions should also be 
allowed in the Replacement Assertion, further exploration is 
possible. 
In addition, based on the generated schedule, the task of 
tailoring program codes to meet user‘ requirement is then the 
responsibility of the code generator. Different ultimate 
languages with different exception handling facilities needs 
different code generators. If the generated language do not 
possess exception handling capabilities itself, then extra 
routines may be required to be developed. These may be the issues 
to be pursued for future research. 
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Appendix 1 Backward T r a c i n g / A s s e r t i o n - M a r k i n g Strategy 
The strategy to determine the exception grain, which contains the 
assertions ignorable when an exception E occurred, is described 
as follows, starting from the replaced variable node and its 
input edge. This process should be called repeatedly until all 
exception grains associated with the corresponding replaced 
variables in an array graph have been identified. 
INPUT : a replaced variable. 
OUTPUT: a scope of by-passable assertions (an exception grain). 
procedure Find_Exception_Scope(Replaced_Variable_Node)； 
* Main procedure to find an exception scope for a replaced var. * 
— 磁 嫩 州 州 — 磁 … 洲 一 嫩 — 一 磁 磁 " ^ 一 
BEGIN 
Record the associated replacement assertion node number in 
Exception Scope Table; 
BackTrace(Replaced—variable—Node, Input—Edge)； 
END； 
Procedure BackTrace(Node, Input—Edges” 
* This is a recursively called procedure to trace along all * 




BEGIN /* BackTrace */ 
DO WHILE Input—Edges of Node <> NIL 
BEGIN /* while */ — 
Traverse the path through an input edge in backward direction; 
1.工F an assertion node is traversed 
THEN record this node number in Exception Scope Table as 
assertion to be by-passed; 
mark this node by storing the replacement node number as 
its attribute; 
BackTrace(AssertionNode, In—Edges). 
2.工F an exception assertion node is traversed 
THEN record this node number in Exception Scope Table as 
assertion to be by-passed; 
mark this node by storing the replacement node number as 
its attribute,* 
/• trace backwards through the Ed or Edr type of edge 
only •/ 
BackTrace(ExceptionNode, Ed—or—Edr—type—edge)• 
3. IF (a data node is traversed) AND (it is the exception 
variable OR it is the image of the exception variable) 
THEN record this node number in exception grain table as 
input variable to the exception grain; 
TERMINATE tracing backwards on this path. 
4. IF a data node is traversed AND it is a source (e.g. a field 
of an input record or a constant) 
THEN record this node number in exception grain table as 
ELSE record this node number in Exception Scope 
Table as input variable to the exception 
grain; 
TERMINATE tracing backwards on this path. 
END /* while */ 
END. /* BackTrace */ 
input variable to the exception grain; 
TERMINATE tracing backwards on this path. 
5 . IF a data node is traversed AND (it is the replaced variable 
itself OR it is an already traversed node) 
/* i.e. there is a cycle */ 
THEN TERMINATE tracing backwards on this path. 
6. IF a data node is traversed 
IF its outdegree 二 1 
THEN BackTrace(DataNode, In—Edge)； 
ELSE 
IF (its outdegree - no. of emerging Er, U and P type of 
edges) > 1 
THEN record this node number in exception grain table as 
input variable to the exception grain; 
TERMINATE tracing backwards on this path; 
ELSE 
IF (its outdegree - no. of emerging Er, U and P type of 
edges) 二 1 
(the associated replacement assertion of all 
current emerging Er and U type of edges have 
appeared in Exception Scope Table) or (there is 
no Er and U type of edges) 
THEN record the u s e r - d e f i n e d Exception Condition 
Assertion node number connected with U type of 
edge in Exception Scope Table if any; 
B a c k T r a c e ( D a t a N o d e , In一：Edge)； 
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